information
ƒ
This magazine renders all previously valid brand shop catalogues invalid. This brand magazine is valid from 1 January
to 31 December 2020.
The indicated design, technology and appearance of products are subject to change. All promotional items shown
in this magazine satisfy the approval specifications for sale
within the European Union. However, please be sure to
check whether the items listed in this magazine comply with
the specific statutory requirements of your country, especially the approval requirements.

SIZING CHART
HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER:
Please complete the order number for your selected
item using the international size designation. You can find
the right size designation in brackets next to each item (…).
The following sizes apply:
MEN:
XS (44) S (48) M (52)
L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

GLOVES:
S (08) M (09)
L (10) XL (11)

WOMEN:
XS (34) S (38) M (42)
L (46) XL (50)

shoes/socks:
17 (17) 18 (18) 19 (19)
24 (24) 26 (26) 28 (28)
30 (30) 35–38 (38)
39–42 (42) 43–46 (46)

KIDS:
62–68 (68) 74–80 (80)
86–92 (92) 98–104 (04)
110–116 (16) 122–128 (28)
134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

HATS/CAPS:
XXS (51) XS (53) S (55)
M (57) L (59) XL (61)
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editorial

contents

We want our new brand shop magazine to capture the
spirit of STIHL.

60
brand
collection
ƒ
84
URBAN
ƒ
08
Strong roots
ƒ

There’s no growth without strong roots. It is not only
with our new Heritage collection that we are going
back to the roots – and reflecting the spirit of the times
again as we do so. Our motto for 2020 is: Let it grow.
That means growing in ourselves, and letting those
beside us thrive too – whatever happens, we’re ready.

116
WILD
KIDS
ƒ

146
timbersports®fan
ƒ

We have always been associated with nature – that is
where we find our strength. At the same time, these
days we can no longer imagine a life that features no
urban spaces.
Where do you go to find the power to grow?

182
promotional
items
ƒ

Join us on a journey of discovery and get to know a
whole new side of TIMBERSPORTS®FAN, WILD KIDS,
URBAN, STRONG ROOTS, the BRAND COLLECTION
and our promotional items. On these pages you’ll find
everything a STIHL devotee could want.
We are fans. Are you, too?
Your STIHL brand shop team

oots

strong

In designing STRONG ROOTS, we
have been inspired by nature; it uses
natural materials and colours and is
a robust and uncomplicated range for
indoors and out. The collection
authentically and straightforwardly
pays homage to our roots.
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happy
birthday,
contra
ƒ
We celebrated 60 years of the Contra in
2019. The launch of the first gearless
one-person chainsaw was a real milestone –
both in forestry and for the STIHL
company as a whole. We have developed a
unique collection to specifically honour
the legendary saw and mark its anniversary. The selected styles are derived
from original materials and cuts from
1959 – the year the Contra was born.
Engineer Andrea Stihl had a particular
vision when he founded his company in
1926: “To ease people’s work with and in
nature”. The STIHL Contra was the
masterpiece that took his creed into the
world with enormous success from 1959,
coming to market 30 years after the first
STIHL two-person petrol-driven chainsaw.
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Special Edition
contra
ƒ
4

2

3

1

1
CAP

2
Gloves
MEN’S

3
»CONTRA« JACKET
MEN’S

4
CARDIGAN
MEN’S

sheet metal sign

Two-colour denim cap with clip closure. For lovers of details: large
1959 embroidery on the back, stylish
retro lettering on the front, and
ornamental stud with heritage STIHL
logo on the side.
Material: 100% cotton

100% TINPLATE,
FOUR DRILLED HOLES

Reinterpretation of the classic work
gloves from the 1950s: leather
gloves with colour-contrast cuffs and
lining. Premium branding with
embossed lettering, brass buttons,
and leather buckle.
Material: outer 100% leather, inner
100% polyester

A mottled-grey cable knit cardigan
that is ideal for cold days. Attractive
detailing including large buttons,
vintage STIHL logo on the pocket,
and the Contra label are reminiscent of lumberjacks’ workwear from
the 1950s.
Material: 80% wool, 20% polyamide

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0004

To celebrate the 60th anniversary
of the Contra, this jacket reflects
the worker style from the legendary
chainsaw’s year of birth. The inner
lining, printed with an exploded view
of the Contra, is particularly striking.
With a handsome teddy collar and
antique brass buttons as well as a
zip.

DENIM/BEIGE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0004

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0420 650 01 (08–11)

S–XL
BROWN/LEATHER

ORDER NUMBER
0420 610 01 (48–64)

S–XXL
BROWN

ORDER NUMBER
0420 610 02 (48–64)

S–XXL
GREY
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LEFT:
COMPANY FOUNDER
ANDREAS STIHL WITH THE
LEGENDARY CONTRA.
RIGHT:
STIHL TOOK THE MARKET BY
STORM WITH THE LAUNCH
OF THE LEGENDARY CONTRA
IN 1959.

200% MORE PRODUCTIVITY
The 1959 arrival of the Contra revolutionised forestry work from top to bottom.
Andreas Stihl had invented a technological masterpiece: a gearless, one-person
petrol-driven chainsaw that made working in forests significantly easier. It was
equipped with a chipper-tooth chain and a diaphragm carburettor that could be
used in any position. The chainsaw could be pivoted in any direction the user
required, without having to manually change settings. What’s more, a compact
and streamlined design meant the new saw weighed in at just 12 kg, while
simultaneously being more efficient than its predecessors, offering engine performance of 6 hp (4.4 kW) and a maximum speed of 7,000 rotations per minute.
The innovative new model enabled forestry operations to increase their productivity by 200%, setting a new standard for chainsaws.

THE BEGINNING OF
A SUCCESS STORY

NON-STOP INNOVATION

It didn’t take long for the Contra to gain recognition as the one-person
petrol-powered chainsaw with the highest cutting performance on the market –
not just in Germany, but worldwide. The Contra’s success ushered in a new
era at STIHL, helping the company achieve a double-digit increase in revenue.
It enabled STIHL to grow, and to expand its capacities. In the years that followed, the company would build new production facilities and an entirely new
plant in Waiblingen; over the next ten years, the company’s workforce grew
from roughly 640 employees in 1959 to over 1,500 in 1969. STIHL has been
the best-selling chainsaw brand in the world since 1971.

Building on the foundation of the Contra, STIHL has continuously achieved
improvements in the safety, ergonomics, environmental friendliness, and
performance of its chainsaws. The anti-vibration system was first built into
the Contra in 1965, followed later by the QuickStop chain brake, catalytic
converters and various developments for reducing emissions, and ultimately
the launch of cordless technology that came ten years ago. The latest leap
forward is STIHL Injection technology, as featured in the STIHL MS 500i, making it the world’s first series-production chainsaw to include electronic
fuel injection. That’s true innovation.

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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a stihl story
of success
ƒ
2
THE RESULT
12 kg manageable weight
6 hp extra-powerful
cutting performance

3
THE EFFECT
STIHL revolutionised
forestry work in 1959 with
the launch of the Contra.

1
TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS
+ Gearless
+ Diaphragm carburettor
+ Chipper-tooth chain

4
THE SUCCESS
1969
1,500 employees

STIHL achieves doubledigit increase in sales
and strong growth.

1959
640 employees

AHEAD OF ITS TIME
The Contra started out ahead of its time, and it has been continually refined
and adapted to new requirements. Later generations such as the STIHL MS
500i – currently the most advanced chainsaw in the world – still share one
thing with their ancestor to this day: the aspiration to be a cut above the rest.

CONTRA LIGHTNING JACKET
The inner lining printed with an exploded drawing of the saw is a truly striking feature of
this jacket designed specially for the anniversary. The jacket with teddy collar and premium
brass buttons is reminiscent of the worker style from the year the Contra was born. The
Contra will always be an icon – and not just for collectors: we know of a few loyal customers
whose Contra saws are simply still running.

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

»CONTRA« JACKET
MEN’S
MADE FROM PURE COTTON,
POLYESTER SLEEVE LINING
ORDER NUMBER
0420 610 01 (48–64)

S–XXL
BROWN
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»FAMILY OWNED« CAP

»FAMILY OWNED« CAP

Keep a cool head with this trucker cap that includes “FAMILY
OWNED” lettering, a snapback closure, and breathable mesh
at the rear and sides. The colour combination and patch made
from cotton twill ensure a casual vintage look.
Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester

For collectors and fans of vintage: three-colour baseball cap
with classic clip closure made from metal, as well as large print
and sewn-on “FAMILY OWNED” patch. Produced from pure
cotton, with colour-contrast stitching on the front.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0001

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0002

BLUE

RED/GREEN/WHITE

»contra« cap

»HERITAGE« CAP

»HERITAGE« BEANIE

flask

The trucker cap is a legendary design in its own
right, and this one combines two iconic elements:
the old-school baseball cap and the Contra
chainsaw from STIHL. As you would expect on a
trucker cap, there is a snapback closure at the
back for size adjustment.
Material: 100% polyester

One size fits all: A trucker-style cap with a cotton
front panel, Velcro at the back, and a mesh section to make sure your head stays cool. The large
sewn-on badge on the front, with historic STIHL
logo, is particularly striking.
Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester

This beanie will not only keep you warm in winter,
but will also be a stylish accessory at any time
of year. Cap in a characteristic ribbed knit, with
distinctive “FAMILY OWNED” patch on the front.
Material: 100% polyacrylic

Whether you take it on a ski trip or mountain
biking, this wooden flask with STIHL engraving is
very impressive! A classic stainless steel flask in
an oiled wooden shell made from native elm, with
a volume of 90 ml. Each flask is produced in Tyrol,
and features individual wood grain that makes
every piece unique.

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0083

○

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0009

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0000

BLUE

BROWN

ORDER NUMBER
0464 255 0010

WHITE/GREEN/RED

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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The
Heritage
collection
ƒ

»1926« sweatshirt
MEN’S
CREWNECK SWEATER MADE FROM
100% COTTON WITH SEWN-ON BADGE
AND UNHEMMED CUFFS
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0520 600 24 (48–64) GREY

With the Heritage collection, we celebrate the original
lumberjack craft and our company’s long history. These
retro-inspired looks are distinctive because they feature
such rough original materials as were once widely used.
The selection ranges from items of clothing to casual accessories and novelties in the vintage style that’s in right now.

gilet
MEN’S
Back to the roots: in a classic workwear look,
this dark blue gilet can be worn casually over a
t-shirt or shirt. Details include the continuous
button placket with brass buttons, practical sewnon pockets on the sides and chest, and a cool
vintage label.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 610 08 (48–64) BLUE

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

STRONG ROOTS

Docker cap

Dice shaker

WITH VINTAGE LABEL, MADE FROM 70%
ACRYLIC AND 30% WOOL

MADE FROM FSC-CERTIFIED BEECHWOOD,
WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO,
WITH 6 DICE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0008

ORDER NUMBER
0464 918 0000

denim jacket
MEN’S
SEWN-ON POCKETS,
METAL BUTTONS,
1926 VINTAGE LABELS,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
0420 610 09 (48–64)
S–XXL
DENIM/BLUE

belt
WITH METAL BUCKLE,
120 CM LONG, 4 CM
WIDE, MADE FROM PURE
LEATHER
ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0002

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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hat
BLUE HAT WITH BRIM,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 650 02 (55/57/59/61)

55–61
BLUE

weekender
CANVAS TRAVEL BAG
WITH SEWN-ON LEATHER DETAILS,
DECORATIVE STITCHING AND HISTORIC
STIHL LABEL ON THE FRONT
ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0006		

GREEN
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Braces
MADE FROM 100% POLYESTER,
WITH SEWN-ON LEATHER DETAILS
ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0005		

t-shirt
MEN’S
WITH SEWN-ON “1926” BADGE
AND STIHL HERITAGE LABEL,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 600 23 (48–64) GREEN

windproof
lighter
ZIPPO QUALITY, MADE FROM METAL,
WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO
ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0001

STRONG ROOTS

TYPE A MODEL

BBÜ MODEL

VW T1 CAMPER VAN MODEL

This piece will get any collector’s heart racing: a
historic type A chainsaw model in die-cast zinc,
from the Schuco company, painted in the original
colour, 1:12 scale. Travel through time to the
origins of STIHL.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

Back to the roots: a historic BBÜ chainsaw model
in die-cast zinc, from the Schuco company, painted in the original colour, 1:12 scale.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

Detailed model of the VW T1 from build year 1955,
made from heavy die-cast zinc and painted in the
original colours, in a historic STIHL design. The 1:43
scale mini-camper from Schuco stands on a plastic
base and is protected by a transparent cover.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

ORDER NUMBER
0464 035 0230

ORDER NUMBER
0464 035 0200

Not just a memento of our own
historic prototypes, but a collector’s
piece for fans. See opposite page
for details.

ORDER NUMBER
0464 935 0100

BLK MODEL

CONTRA MODEL

BL MODEL

Historic BLK chainsaw model from the Schuco
company. Die-cast zinc, painted in the original
colour, 1:12 scale.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

The legend in model form: our Contra chainsaw in
die-cast zinc, from Schuco, painted in the original
colour 1:12 scale.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

Historic BL chainsaw model, die-cast zinc, from
Schuco, painted in the original colour, 1:12 scale.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

ORDER NUMBER
0464 035 0220

ORDER NUMBER
0464 035 0240

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 035 0210
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FLAT CAP

»Nature« cap

»Nature« cap

Red version of the peaked cap in a simple design with red
underside and beautiful details: leather label on the front
embossed with “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCe” and the STIHL
logo, metal closure at the back for individual size adjustment.
Material: 100 % cotton

Dark green version of the peaked cap in a simple design with
bright underside and beautiful details: leather label on the front
embossed with “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE” and the STIHL
logo, metal closure at the back for individual size adjustment.
Material: 100 % cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 140 0004

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0080

RED

GREEN

NECK SCARF

»HERITAGE« WALLET

Can be worn as a bandana, tucked into your pocket, or simply
worn around your neck: a neck scarf made from pure cotton
with vintage print. Available in two colours.
Material: 100% cotton

Wallet from the Heritage collection, produced from premium
cotton, with premium sewn-on leather details. Form meets
functionality.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0007
0420 660 0008

ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0009

○

BROWN
GREY

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

GREEN

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

WITH REAL LEATHER
BADGE, MADE FROM
47% POLYESTER,
45% WOOL, 3% POLYAMIDE, 3% POLYACRYLIC,
2% VISCOSE
ORDER NUMBER
0420 650 00 (55–61)
S/M/L/XL
BROWN
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pullover
MEN’S

pullover
WOMEN’S

Buttoned-up? Not with us! Dark blue knitted pullover
with a high collar and zip. A timeless cut with
classic elbow patches and “INTO THE WOODS”
badge on the left upper arm.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 120 04 (48–64)		

S–XXL
BLUE

»Contra« t-shirt
MEN’S

A feelgood choice and a great base layer: dark
blue knitted pullover with round neck, ribbed cuffs
on the arms and hem, elbow patches, and “INTO
THE WOODS” badge on the left upper arm. A timeless cut for the outdoors or city living.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 120 05 (34–50)

HIKING CUTLERY

ENAMEL CUP

Relaxed cotton t-shirt in a washed-out look with a
large print of the Contra chainsaw on the front. A
casual fit with short sleeves.
Material: 100% cotton

Very useful for more than just camping trips: stainless steel outdoor cutlery set with handles made from fibreglass-reinforced
black plastic. Both the knife and fork with integrated bottle
opener can be folded for safe transport. Size: closed 9.5 cm,
open 15.5 cm in length.
Material: Stainless steel

A camping classic: coffee cup made from white enamel with
black rim and historic STIHL logo. The perfect size for a break
while on your outdoor adventures.
Info: made from enamel-coated iron, approx. diameter 10 cm,
approx. height 9 cm, approx. volume 0.5 l

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 002 14 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER			
0464 150 0040			

S–XXL
BLUE

MIN. ORDER
10

ORDER NUMBER
0464 257 0020

XS–XL
BLUE

beanie

Gloves

scarf

Lunchbox

»CONTRA« UNIVERSAL BOX

Casual beanie with striped orange and dark grey
ribbed cuff, and “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE”
patch on front. An unmistakable STIHL look!
Material: 100% polyacrylic

These gloves, with a two-colour ribbed look, will
fit your hand perfectly thanks to the soft knit.
Featuring an innovative touch function on the index
finger and thumb, you can even operate your
smartphone while wearing them.
Material: 100% polyacrylic

A knitwear accessory for the winter season: Unisex
scarf with characteristic orange-striped ribbed
ends and subtle “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE”
label.
Material: 100% polyacrylic

This tinplate lunchbox in a heritage look is your practical
companion for every day. It closes securely and offers plenty of
space for your snacks. Caution: not dishwasher safe.
Info: made from food-safe tinplate,
approx. 18.5 x 11 x 5.4 cm

ORDER NUMBER
0420 140 0002		

ORDER NUMBER
0464 259 0020

Keep the things you love!
This versatile box offers a special space for old photos, locks of
hair, love letters or even sealing washers and screws. The lid of
this practical storage box is based on the storage cover of the
STIHL Contra. Please note: not dishwasher safe.
Info: made from food-safe tinplate,
approx. 18 x 12 x 6 cm.

ORDER NUMBER
0420 140 0001		

GREY/ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 150 00 (08-11)		

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S/M/L/XL
GREY/ORANGE

DARK GREY

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0000

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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Let’s
go!
ƒ
our recommendation
for an action-packed
weekend in Remstal

VOGELMÜHLE

Bus stop

HEGNACHER MÜHLE

Eating & drinking
Sight
Although you’ll pass more than one of
our factories on this fantastic tour,
the mills along the way are the real highlight. While this family-friendly hike
can be completed all year round, it is perhaps at its most beautiful as spring
turns into summer, when the fruit trees
are in full bloom. The route starts at
Bürgerzentrum Waiblingen citizens’ centre,
following the Rems river to the
Hegnacher Mühle mill, and back to the
Bürgerzentrum via Das Schmidener Feld.

Mills
Starting point
Bürgerzentrum
An der Talaue 4
71334 Waiblingen

Hegnach

Length:
11.7 km
Duration:
3:31 h

dt
a
t
us

ne

Lowest point:
298 m above sea level
Highest point:
215 m above sea level

HOUSE OF TOWN HISTORY

Waiblingen

STARTING POINT
HAHNSCHE MÜHLE

STAUFERSTELE

There’s plenty to see on this round trip, and some
of the mills have their own small restaurants that
you can pop into for a bite to eat. The hiking trail
starts directly next to the Rems river, at the
location of the Bürgerzentrum (citizens’ centre) for
STIHL’s home town of Waiblingen. There’s good
reason for this route to be known as the Waiblinger
Mühlenweg (Waiblingen mills path): it runs from
Geheime Mühle mill in Beinstein and Hahnsche
Mühle mill to Hegnacher Mühle mill.

Re
m

sr

ive

r

This destination in the heart of the idyllic Unteres
Remstal (Lower Rems Valley) nature reserve is
beautifully situated at a slight distance from the
Rems, and an old mill canal connects Hegnacher
Mühle with the river. The grain mill is surrounded
by fields of wheat, rye and spelt, and has been in
operation since the 19th century. It has also had its
own farm shop stocked with excellent regional
products for just over 30 years. The mill shop is
open until 5pm on weekdays and until 12:30pm on
Saturdays. Take the opportunity to enjoy a
fascinating mill tour, for a lively insight into the
work performed here.

along the Rems river
from Waiblingen to Hegnacher Mühle
ƒ

Vogelmühle mill, which you will pass, has its own
small bakehouses, and is also home to an art gallery.
And if you reach the end of the tour still wanting
more, we recommend a visit to the Stihl
Waiblingen Gallery, a renowned art venue that
hosts three temporary exhibitions every year, and
which specialises in works on paper and made
from paper. Hungry travellers can enjoy a delicious
pizza at Cafe Disegno next door.
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What you need
for the whole day
ƒ
2

5

1

3

6

4

1
Backpack

2
Water bottle

3
T-shirt
WOMEN’S

4
first aid set

5
flannel shirt
MEN’S

6
jacket
WOMEN’S

30 litre capacity,
With outside pocket,
rain protection and
space for drinking
system, Made from 80%
polyester, 20% nylon

single-walled, With
bamboo lid, Capacity:
750 ml, Made from
stainless steel

Forest print on the
front, 95% cotton,
5% elastane

including gauze, bandage and conforming
bandage, roll of adhesive plasters, wound
plasters, pack of tissues disposable gloves,
rain ponchos, scissors,
tweezers

Cork badge on the back,
embroidered chainsaw
on the sleeve, MADE
FROM 100% cotton

Outdoor jacket with
blue stand-up collar,
MADE FROM 73% cotton,
27% polyamide

ORDER NUMBER
0420 620 02 (48–64)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 610 06 (34–50)

S–XXL
BLUE/CHECK

XS–XL
BLACK

ORDER NUMBER
0420 660 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0420 160 0001

ORDER NUMBER
0420 600 22 (34–50)
XS–XL
RED

ORDER NUMBER
0420 160 0003

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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When you are out exploring nature,
flannel is your cosiest option. The
comfortable material is incredibly soft
against the skin, and is sure to keep
you at a pleasant temperature whether
you’re fishing or chopping wood.
See page 43 for details on the shirt.

STRONG ROOTS

»Icon« hoodie
MEN’S

flannel shirt
WOMEN’S

HOODED PULLOVER WITH CHAINSAW
LABEL ON THE CHEST, MADE FROM
60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER

SHIRT WITH STAND-UP COLLAR AND
CHEST POCKET, CORK BADGE ON THE
BACK, EMBROIDERED CHAINSAW ON
THE SLEEVE, MADE FROM 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 620 06 (48–64) BROWN

ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 620 04 (34–50) RED/BLUE

»icon« hoodie
WOMEN’S
UNHEMMED CUFFS, WOVEN CHAINSAW
ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE CHEST,
CORK BADGE ON THE BACK, MADE
FROM 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 620 05 (34–50) GREY

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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»icon« sweatshirt
MEN’S

»icon« pullover
MEN’S

An ingenious twist: the fleecy interior lining of
this round-neck sweatshirt has been turned to the
outside for an unusual look. Chainsaw label on
the left side of the chest, cork badge on the back.
Available in two colours.
Material: 88% cotton, 12% polyester

STAND-UP COLLAR WITH SHORT BUTTON
PLACKET, WOVEN CHAINSAW ON THE
CHEST, CORK BADGE ON THE BACK,
MADE FROM 85% COTTON, 15% WOOL

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 600 14 (48–64)		
0420 600 15 (48–64)		

S–XXL
KHAKI
BLUE

shirt
MEN’S

shirt
WOMEN’S

flannel shirt
MEN’S

Ideal for when the weather’s still a little fresh: check
shirt with two chest pockets, colour-contrast
button placket and subtle “INTO THE WOODS”
lettering.
Material: 100% cotton

Stylish shirt in a timeless cut with stand-up collar,
sewn-on chest pocket and “INTO THE WOODS”
lettering on the lower inner button placket.
Material: 100% cotton

A classic: a check flannel shirt with two chest
pockets and a cork badge on the back. Beautiful
details: lower inner button placket made from
denim, and embroidered chainsaw on the sleeve.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 120 06 (48–64)		

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 120 07 (34–50)		

S–XXL
INDIGO

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

XS–XL
INDIGO

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 620 01 (48–64)		

S–XXL
RED/BLUE

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 620 03 (48–64) GREY
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field jacket
MEN’S

fleece jacket
WOMEN’S

This brown field jacket is customisable, as it comes with three
interchangeable badges: a cork badge with a chainsaw, and
a web badge with an axe or a Contra. The details: it features two
chest pockets and side pockets, covered zip, epaulettes, and an
inner lining made from blue chainsaw camouflage.
Material: 59% cotton, 39% polyamide, 2% polyester

Outdoor style: blue fleece jacket with hood and thumb loops,
as well as woven chainsaw on the left side of the chest and cork
badge on the back. For hiking or everyday use.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 610 07 (48–64)		

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

XS-XL
BLUE

S–XXL
BROWN

jacket
MEN’S

fleece jacket
MEN’S

This dark grey outdoor jacket with green inner lining in camouflage pattern printed with chainsaws is a functional all-rounder.
Many practical details: a concealed zip, two chest pockets and
two side pockets, and an extended back. Woven chainsaw on
the left side of the chest, cork badge on the back.
Material: 73% cotton, 27% polyamide

This blue and grey fleece jacket with hood looks great, and not
just when hiking. Woven chainsaw on the left side of the chest,
cork badge on the back.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 610 04 (48–64)		

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 610 05 (34–50)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 610 03 (48–64)		

S–XXL
DARK GREY

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

S–XXL
BLUE
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Cork is a completely new component
in our accessories, and is natural,
stylish, and super-flexible. Take a closer
look at our cork cap on the right.

A focus on
headwear:
caps
ƒ
Accessories and sun protection: With these headgear you are equipped for any weather and still
look super stylish.

»icon« beanie
Simple and beautiful: a knitted beanie with a cork
badge on the front.
Material: 100% polyacrylic
ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0007

BROWN

»icon« cap

»wood« cap

»cork« cap

A blue peaked cap with chainsaw badge on the
front, and snapback adjustable closure at the back.
Material: 50% wool, 50% polyester

Five-panel cap made of stylish fine corduroy with
a front badge and adjustable snapback closure at
the back.
Material: 100% cotton

Our new cork cap is a real highlight. With decorative stitching and chainsaw branding on the cork
panel, as well as a metal size-adjustable closure.
Material: 100% cotton, cork

ORDER NUMBER
0420 140 0003

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0006

ORDER NUMBER
0420 640 0005

BLUE

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

BLUE/GREEN

KHAKI/CORK
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»forest« t-shirt
MEN’S
WITH FOREST PRINT,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 600 21 (48–64) BLUE

polo shirt
MEN’S
An all-rounder for work and play: polo shirt in a
relaxed fit with woven chainsaw on the chest and
cork badge on the back. Available in three colours.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 600 12 (48–64)		
0420 600 13 (48–64)		
0420 600 11 (48–64)		

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL
KHAKI
BLUE
GREY

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

STRONG ROOTS

»icon« t-shirt
WOMEN’S

»icon« t-shirt
MEN’S

»explore« t-shirt
MEN’S

A loose-fitting basic t-shirt made from a comfortable
fabric blend, with a round neck, pink chainsaw
badge on the chest and a cork badge on the back.
Available in three colours.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane
grey: 65% cotton, 30% polyester, 5% elastane

Casual round-neck t-shirt with woven chainsaw on
the chest and cork badge on the back. A relaxed
cut for everyday wear. Available in three colours.
Material: 100% cotton
grey: 70% cotton, 30% elastane

For adventurers: a round-neck shirt with large
nature print and lettering on the front. Available in
two colours.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 600 17 (34–50)		
0420 600 18 (34–50)		
0420 600 16 (34–50)		

Getting out of your sleeping bag and
breathing the fresh air of the early
morning feels amazing, and a fleece
jacket is an essential on your outdoor adventure. Find out more on
page 47.

XS–XL
KHAKI
BLUE
GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 600 09 (48–64)		
0420 600 10 (48–64)		
0420 600 08 (48–64)		

S–XXL
KHAKI
BLUE
GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 600 19 (48–64)		
0420 600 20 (48–64)		

S–XXL
BROWN
GREEN

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SCARF

NECKWARMER

BELT BAG

A flexible accessory anywhere – not just on trips
to the forest. This flexible trekking scarf is so
versatile: you can use it as a neck scarf or a headband, depending on what you need on any given
day. With a printed forest motif and a STIHL logo.
Material: 100% polyester

With this warming tube scarf on board, no one
needs to freeze. Made from soft polyester fleece,
this practical scarf is easy to put on and take
off. Classic check design with a “LEGENDARY
PERFORMANCE” label.
Material: 100% fleece

Our practical belt bag made of waxed waterrepellent material keeps everything immediately
to hand. The details: camouflage inner lining,
sturdy metal hanging ring and “INTO THE WOODS”
badge on the front pocket.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0464 016 0060		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 160 0105		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 160 0002		

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

BLUE

BLUE CHECK

BLUE
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for warm
FEET
ƒ

If your feet are warm, your whole
body feels fine. Who says socks
have to be boring? Discover our
stylish print and camouflage options
on the opposite page.

»forest« socks
Always keep a bit of the forest close, with these
stylish and snuggly socks featuring colour-contrast
heel and toe sections – though the highlight is
their beautifully knitted woodland silhouette design.
A large STIHL logo on the leg completes the
original design.
Material: 80% cotton, 18% nylon, 2% elastane
ORDER NUMBER		
0464 017 01 (38/42/46)

35–38/39–42/43–46
BLUE

»camouflage« socks

FUNCTIONAL SOCKS

These comfortable socks in a striking camouflage
look keep your feet warm, and keep moisture out.
Available in two colours.
Material: 75% cotton, 20% polyamide, 5% elastane

Functional socks have to fit right, look good, and
not slip! The functional fabric blend wicks moisture
to the outside, keeping your feet warm. Available
in three colours.
Material: 35% cotton, 50% Coolmax polyester,
10% polyamide, 5% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 150 06 (38/42/46)
0420 150 07 (38/42/46)

35–38/39–42/43–46
GREEN
BLUE/RED

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 150 04 (38/42/46)
0420 150 03 (38/42/46)
0420 150 05 (38/42/46)

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

35–38/39–42/43–46
BLUE
GREY
GREEN

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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survival
hacks
ƒ

Blunt knife?
Just flip up your coffee cup
Even the best knives get blunt with time. You can fix that using a fantastic
impromptu sharpening stone: the rough surface on the bottom edge of a porcelain or ceramic coffee cup, created by the firing process. What to do: wet the
blade, draw the flat side over the bottom edge of the cup at a very slight angle,
and repeat approximately ten times on each side. Just apply slight pressure on
the blunt side of the blade, and your problem will be solved in no time!

Don’t have the right tool to hand? And
you’re miles from anywhere? More often
than not there is a solution available –
you just have to know how to find it. These
smart tricks help us to directly solve small
problems with the aid of simple everyday objects, even when we’re on the move.

Keep it dry
with chapstick
It’s so annoying when it starts to rain and you discover your
zips aren’t leaktight! Here’s how to stop water getting into your
clothes and bags for longer: smear the zip of your jacket or
backpack with lip balm – it’s best to press really hard so that the
waxy substance is pushed into the gaps and seals them. This
trick also works well with hair wax or candle wax.

pocket knife
This pocket knife made from premium steel can
be used for a wide range of tasks in the great
outdoors. The handle of the folding knife with
lockable blade is made from matte stainless steel
and fibreglass-reinforced laminate, and will withstand even heavy stresses.
Info: stainless steel blade approx. 8 cm, total
length approx. 19.5 cm
ORDER NUMBER		
0464 186 0010 		

Multi-function knife

MIN. ORDER
10

A practical all-rounder: well-thought-out multi-function knife, by knife specialist Victorinox, includes everything you need on your travels. This knife
includes a screwdriver, bottle opener, corkscrew, cap lifter, and wire stripper,
as well as a piercing awl, boring awl, sewing awl, and a small wood saw.
Info: handle made from walnut
ORDER NUMBER
0420 160 0000

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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prints,
patches
& badges
ƒ

Quality is in the details: we have provided each product with lovingly
designed elements that make them unique.
With the Heritage edition, part of our STRONG
ROOTS collection, we are reviving some historical
logos and lettering designs. We have deliberately
chosen not to use modern prints, and instead rely
on traditionally woven goods. In addition, we are
using natural materials such as cork.

The CHAINSAW badge is our new
icon that will be a permanent fixture
of the collection. This symbol is adopted from the classic STIHL design. A
subtle tribute to your favourite tool.

Legendary Performance since 1926: above as a
woven label on the interior, and on the right as a
badge made of cork, which mainly appears as an
exterior label.

Clothing and accessories can be customized in an
instant with our new badges, some of which come in
interchangeable sets. From top to bottom: chainsaw
print, embroidery on canvas, embossed cork.

59

brand collection

The BRAND COLLECTION is an
ideal way for young and older fans
alike to be loud and proud about
their love of STIHL. T-shirts, accessories and cool novelties mean
that even when you’re chilling out,
you can proclaim your allegiance
to STIHL.

BRAND COLLECTION

100% wood:
greetings
from the
forest
ƒ

WOODEN POSTCARD SET
Set of two original wooden postcards by Elmar
Foidl lets you send a special but also very natural
greeting to a loved one. With engraving on the
reverse, they also make a great invitation or savethe-date card for an important event. Postcards
made of fine beech ply with two different printed
nature motifs. Please note: only while stocks last.
Info: beech ply laser-engraved on both sides, in
DIN A6 format
ORDER NUMBER
0464 177 0010

63

64

BRAND COLLECTION

BRAND COLLECTION

SET OF TWO WHEAT BEER
GLASSES

THERMAL FLASK

MS 500I MODEL

Keyring:
metal chainsaw

Keyring:
chainsaw

Keyring:
helmet

Keyring:
forestry worker

Beer glasses in a classic rod shape, ideal for all craft
beers. The foot keeps the glasses secure, and the
STIHL logo is vertically engraved on each glass.
These glasses are dishwasher-safe. Pack of two.
Info: 300 ml capacity

This vacuum-insulated thermal flask made from
double-walled stainless steel will keep hot liquids
hot, and cold liquids cold. Includes drinking cup.
Info: 500 ml capacity

A collector’s item from Schuco: model of our innovative MS 500i, produced from die-cast zinc and
plastic parts, lovingly painted in original colours.
At 1:10 scale.
Material: die-cast zinc with plastic parts

High-quality keyring in the shape of
a chainsaw, made from metal. Saw
length 5 cm, total length including
ring for keys 9.5 cm.
Material: Metal

Make (a little) noise: chainsaw-shaped
keyring with a realistic sound effect.
Delivery includes button batteries
(replaceable).
Material: bright nickel-plated steel

Keyring featuring miniature helmet
made from robust acrylic. Includes
keyring and chain made from bright
nickel-plated steel.
Info: approx. 4 x 5 x 2.5 cm long

Hand-painted keyring featuring
painstaking details such as helmet,
ear protection, and chainsaw. Includes metal key chain and ring.
Material: PVC that has been tested
for harmful substances

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0001

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0008		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0003

ORDER NUMBER
0464 118 0020

Hanging charm:
chainsaw

Hanging charm:
axe

Bottle opener:
cut-off machine

»Chainsaw« cap

Miniature chainsaw for charm
bracelets; this hanging charm can be
attached to all conventional bracelets using its small carabiner.
Material: rhodium-plated 925 silver

For an unusual addition to your charm
bracelet, our new hanging charm
with two crossed axes is 18 mm long.
Lovingly packaged in a gift box.
Material: rhodium-plated 925 silver

For your kitchen drawer or when
you’re on the go: a sturdy and easyto-handle bottle opener, designed
to look like a cut-off machine. Size:
90 x 50 x 2 mm
Material: brushed metal

The unobtrusive black of the
“CHAINSAW” cap ensures that all
eyes will be on the colourful chainsaw patch on the front.
Info: 100% cotton, size-adjustable

ORDER NUMBER
0464 120 0070		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0007		

ORDER NUMBER
0464 251 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0464 767 0010

Wallet
MEN’S

Wallet
WOMEN’S

Sturdy, elegant bifold wallet made from high-quality leather, with
check lining, integrated RFID protection and external embossing.
Each item is packed individually. Size: approx. 12 x 10 cm. Only
while stocks last.
Material: cowskin leather

Well-organised and elegant women’s wallet with plenty of space
for cash, cards, photos and important passes. High-quality
cognac-coloured calf leather that is beautifully smooth to the
touch. Size: approx. 17.5 x 9.5 cm.
Material: calf leather

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0005

ORDER NUMBER
0464 124 0010

○

BROWN LEATHER

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

COGNAC LEATHER

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0012

MIN. ORDER
10

MIN. ORDER
50

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0002

MIN. ORDER
100

ORDER NUMBER
0420 940 0000		
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BRAND COLLECTION

stihl
elektro
ƒ
1

2

LANYBOOK NOTEBOOK
This notebook by Lanybook offers plenty of room
for your ideas and is a compact size that fits easily
into a pocket.
The details: orange binding with embossed woodgrain, practical rubber band closure in grey with
elegant STIHL logo.
Info: binding made from synthetic leather, squared
paper
ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0003

4

3

1
usb car
charger

2
powerbank

3
chainsaw
USB stick

4
wooden
USB stick

two USB ports,
Input: DC 12V-24V,
Output: 5V–2.5A,
EC-certified

Capacity 2.600 mAh,
with lithium-ion battery,
made from plastic

USB interface: 3.0,
Data capacity 8 GB

Data capacity 16 GB,
silver protective swing cap,
made from walnut wood

ORDER NUMBER
0464 579 0000

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0008

ORDER NUMBER
0464 580 0010

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

writing set

touchpen

WOODEN BALLPOINT
PEN

SYNTHETIC LEATHER
NOTEBOOK

Our new writing set, presented in a
black gift box, comprises a ballpoint
pen and mechanical pencil. Includes
contrasting orange details and softtouch coating for a good grip.
Info: ballpoint pen and mechanical
pencil

Bringing together the digital and the
analogue: our touchpen with ink pen.
One end of the pen is for use with
smartphones and tablets, while the
other end is a stainless-steel-tipped
ballpoint pen, protected by a cap.

This elegant wooden ballpoint pen
is the ideal high-quality gift. The lower
barrel is made from oiled walnut
wood, with the tip and upper part in
shiny metal. This gift-boxed ballpoint
pen is very comfortable to hold and
writes beautifully.
Info: made from walnut wood, blueink metal cartridge

A large-format notebook, bound in
black synthetic leather with a subtle
chainsaw pattern, in a traditional
sketchbook design. With functional
details such as an orange bookmark,
rubber band closure and the pocket
on the last page, this writing pad is
something special.
Info: made from synthetic leather,
lined paper

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0006

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0007

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0464 516 0070

ORDER NUMBER
0464 516 0080

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 555 0020
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Automatic walking
stick umbrella with
»Colormagic®«

Automatic walking stick
umbrella with bamboo
handle

Automatic walking stick
umbrella with wood
handle

Small but mighty: this handy pocket umbrella with
bamboo handle and metal tip opens and closes
automatically. Produced from recycled plastic in
accordance with the OEKO-TEX® 100 standard.
The Colormagic® effect means the umbrella
changes colour when it gets wet. Diameter when
open approx. 98 cm.
Material: 100% polyester pongee

Umbrella, transform! Our sustainable walking stick
umbrella with elements made from bamboo has
a special feature: when dry, the motif appears in
white, with its proper colour revealed when it
rains. Convenient automatic function for rapid
opening, high-quality windproof system and fibreglass ribs for maximum flexibility in strong winds.
Umbrella diameter approx. 112 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

High-quality, sturdy automatic walking stick umbrella
with a handle made from FSC-certified wood.
Designed with two segments that feature the STIHL
logo, and two additional segments in which logos
only appear when the umbrella gets wet. With fibreglass ribs and shaft, diameter when open:
approx. 113 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0015		

»stihl« socks
These calf-high working and trekking socks, made
from a special Primaloft and Merino combination,
offer optimum thermoregulation, even when you’re
working hard. When wearing boots in particular,
the Cell-Tech technology and flexible channels
ensure optimum cushioning, strain reduction,
and optimum fit.
Material: 33% merino wool, 32% polyacrylic, 20%
polyamide, 13% polyester, 2% elastane
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 950 00 (38/42/46)

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

MIN. ORDER
12

Automatic walking
stick umbrella,
wooden handle

telescopic
umbrella

Luggage strap
with TSA lock

LED flashlight

Umbrella with windproof system
and fibreglass ribs. The soft-touch
handle is comfortable to hold.
Material: 100% polyester

A compact umbrella with coloured
design elements in STIHL orange, a
windproof system and fibreglass ribs.
The soft-touch handle is comfortable
to hold.
Material: 100% polyester

A practical companion for your next
trip: luggage strap with woven logo
on the strap. Includes TSA combination lock Size: approx. 175 x 5 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

Black anodised, robust aluminium
3-watt LED flashlight with STIHL
engraving. Practical pushbutton
on-and-off switch on the back of the
housing.
Info: made from aluminium, includes
3 AAA batteries

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0004

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0005

35–38/39–42/43–46
BLACK

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0009

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0014		

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 081 0020

MIN. ORDER
50

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0009
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Start your day
with STIHL
ƒ

SIMPLE
BANANA BREAD
ƒ

KOZIOL LUNCHBOX
Sandwiches, snacks and fruit can be safely stored
in this Koziol-designed snack box. With rounded
edges to prevent food getting annoyingly stuck in
corners, and STIHL style with an embossed
chainsaw and logo. Size: 17 x 12.5 x 6.5 cm.
Material: food-safe plastic free from harmful
materials.

200 g

110 g

80 ml

3 tsp

1 pinch

1 pinch

3 ripe

2

1

flour

brown sugar

oil

baking powder

salt

cinnamon

bananas

eggs

vanilla pod

ORDER NUMBER
0464 259 0010

HOW TO MAKE IT

SET OF TWO ESPRESSO CUPS
Take a coffee break in STIHL style, with this pair of
espresso cups in an unmistakable STIHL design.
Instead of handles, these cups feature a heat-insulating plastic ring so that you can pick up your
hot coffee with ease.
Material: Porcelain with plastic ring
ORDER NUMBER
0464 257 0040

Preheat oven to 180 degrees (fan oven: 160 degrees).
Mash the bananas in a bowl, with a fork. Use a
knife to cut the vanilla pod open lengthwise, and use
the back of the knife to scrape the seeds out.
Whisk oil with brown sugar and eggs. Mix together
the flour, baking powder, salt, cinnamon and
vanilla; stir this mixture into the oil and egg mixture.
Stir in the bananas. Place the dough into a wellgreased tin and bake in the preheated oven for
around 55 minutes.

TIP: Add a few chopped walnuts or pieces of
chocolate to the dough to add a special flavour to
the banana bread.

Chainsaw baking tin
With this baking tin you can whip up sweet, chainsaw-shaped cakes in no time. The interior
coating ensures nothing gets burnt onto the tin.
Material: Carbon steel with interior coating. Heat-resistant up to 220 degrees.
Not dishwasher-safe.
ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0000

PORCELAIN CUP
Why are bananas curved?
For coffee or tea, cappuccino or hot chocolate:
this STIHL cup made from high-quality porcelain
has a satisfyingly large capacity of 350 ml.
Height 11 cm.
Material: dishwasher-safe porcelain

Banana trees are herbaceous perennials from which flowers hang in bunches and later
become bananas. As the fruits increase in number and weight, the bunch is pulled further
down; because bananas grow upwards and are always reaching for the sun, they end up
curved. Fun fact: The banana is a berry!

ORDER NUMBER
0464 257 0000

Banana numbers

69
○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MILL. TONNES
BANANAS
HARVESTED
GLOBALLY

14

KG
PER CAPITA
BANANA
CONSUMPTION

0,56

MILL. TONNES
BANANAS
EXPORTED TO
GERMANY
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»stihl« fleece jacket
MEN’S

Soft-shell jacket
MEN’S

»stihl« t-shirt
MEN’S

»stihl« t-shirt
MEN’S

This fleece jacket protects against the cold and offers absolute
ease of movement. The embroidered, upturned logo on the
front is complemented by orange stitching on the sleeve hem
and interior placket to complete the design.
Material: 100% polyester

Our new black soft-shell jacket becomes an all-year-round companion. The grey-shaded shoulder section, orange accents on
the hood and side pockets, and the STIHL ElastoStart zip are
carefully selected details.
Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane

This light grey round-neck t-shirt featuring abstract STIHL
lettering in three colours is a real design highlight and very
comfortable to wear.
Material: 90% cotton, 10% viscose

Round-neck t-shirt with large logo print in contrasting white, which
is also used for vertical stripes on the right arm and shoulder.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 910 00 (44–64)		

XS–XXL
BLACK

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 910 01 (48–64)		

S–XXL
BLACK

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 01 (48–64)		

S–XXL
GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 00 (48–64)		

S–XXL
ORANGE

»stihl« sweatshirt
MEN’S

zip-up jumper
MEN’S

»chainsaw« t-shirt
MEN’S

»chainsaw« t-shirt
WOMEN’S

A STIHL statement: this round-neck sweater with striking chest
logo and matching stripe on the inside, is otherwise casual in
deep black.
Material: 100% cotton

For real STIHL fans: zip-up jumper with rib-knitted stand-up collar
and cuffs, orange accents and unassuming logo at chest height.
Material: 100% cotton

A strong design for strong men: the t-shirt adapts to your figure
while also being a casual fit. The colourful chainsaw chest print is
very striking against plain white.
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester

A strong design for strong women: the t-shirt adapts to your
figure while also being a casual fit. The colourful chainsaw chest
print is very striking against plain white.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 02 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 900 04 (34–50)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 03 (44–64)		

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 910 02 (48–64)		

XS–XXL
BLACK

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL
BLACK

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

S–XXL
WHITE

XS–XL
WHITE
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Off to the
garden
ƒ
3

4

1

2

6
5

1
Kuhn Rikon
all-purpose
knife

2
garden
gnome

3
Wooden
deck chair

4
hammock

Swiss workmanship,
Non-stick coating,
Blade made from
carbon steel

with chainsaw,
approx. 20 cm tall,
made from polyresin

Size: 100 x 40 cm,
Sling made from 100%
polyester, Frame
made from untreated
beechwood

Maximum weight,
supported 150 kg,
Sling size 200 x 80 cm,
made from pure
cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0464 372 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0464 372 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0464 196 0000

○

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0010

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

5
moisture
meter for
wood

6
storm
lantern

Can also be used for
plaster and cement,
with LCD display,
includes 4 batteries

Burns for approx.
20 hours,
made from fully
galvanised sheet
steel

ORDER NUMBER
0464 802 0010

BEACH AND SAUNA TOWEL
Hit the water! A huge bath towel for the beach,
sauna or steam bath, made from pure cotton with
a beautiful terry cloth feel. It also features an
attention-grabbing large logo design in striking
STIHL black and orange. Size 80 x 180 cm.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0018

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0001

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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Jacques Lemans
x STIHL
ƒ
Two brands with a shared passion for precision. We have been working with watch specialist Jacques
Lemans for many years, as our companies are both driven by a desire for top quality and workmanship.
Jacques Lemans is also one of the sponsors of our TIMBERSPORTS® series. We have collaborated closely
with them to develop three wristwatches and a wall clock.
Jacques Lemans watches are characterised by first-class workmanship, longevity,
innovative technology and an elegant look. At Jacques Lemans, everything
comes from a single source: from the initial idea and final design to production,
marketing and distribution. This company’s success story started in Austria,
and though it operates in more than 120 countries today, it still remains true to
its roots in Carinthia. Jacques Lemans works entirely independently, as the
company is 100% family-owned.
STIHL is also an international operation. STIHL has been known as the bestselling chainsaw brand in the world since 1971. Since it was founded over
90 years ago, our company has grown from a one-man band to a globally active
manufacturer of chainsaws and power tools for forestry, agriculture, landscape
maintenance, the construction industry and demanding private users. What

wall clock
APPROX. DIAMETER 33 CM,
SILVER HANDS AND HOUR LINES,
BLACK CLOCKFACE
ORDER NUMBER
0464 401 0020

connects us to Jacques Lemans? At STIHL too, our own expertise and meticulous attention to detail result in a wide and constantly growing product range.
Oscar-winning actor Kevin Costner has been the international face of Jacques
Lemans for many years, in a partnership that embodies much of the company
spirit. The collaboration was born when Alfred and Andrea Riedl attended the
World Ski Cup in Schladming, Austria, in 2012. The World Cup programme
included a performance by an American country band called Modern West,
fronted by none other than Hollywood actor Kevin Costner, who played in the
band as a hobby. The Riedls and Costner met and became friends, over the
course of a long conversation about God and the world, music, acting, sport
and eventually, watches; it emerged that the global star is also a watch
enthusiast with plenty of expertise in chronometers. They quickly agreed to
work together in future, and have now enjoyed many years of collaboration.

77
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Multi-function dual time
MEN’S WATCH
Multi-function watch in STIHL design. In addition
to the classic time display, this men’s wristwatch
also offers a freely adjustable dual time function as
well as date and 24-hour displays. The solid stainless steel housing and robust leather strap ensure
that this sports watch will be fit to accompany you
on every adventure. The details: Housing (44 mm)
made from solid stainless steel, leather strap, hardened Crystex glass, water-resistant to 10 ATM.
Made by the watch specialist Jacques Lemans.
ORDER NUMBER
0464 585 0060

Watch
MEN’S WATCH
Made by Jacques Lemans, this chronograph with
classic dial, 24-hour and stopwatch display is a
must-have for watch fans. The black leather strap
with buckle and the solid stainless steel housing
give this sports watch an elegant look. The details:
44 mm diameter housing, leather strap, hardened
Crystex glass, water-resistant to 10 ATM.
ORDER NUMBER
0464 585 0050

Gold wristwatch
LIMITED EDITION
This strictly limited edition wristwatch made by
Jacques Lemans is a real collector’s item, and
available only in a numbered edition of just 999.
The stainless steel housing, plated with elegant
IP gold, encloses a simple dial with golden hour
markers and hands. The high-quality crocodileeffect leather strap is the perfect finishing touch
to the luxurious design of this watch. The details:
38 mm diameter housing made from solid stainless
steel, leather strap, hardened Crystex glass, waterresistant to 5 ATM, includes calendar function,
numbered from 1–999.
ORDER NUMBER
0464 585 0070

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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»circle« t-shirt
MEN’S
Legendary fan shirt with large print on the back and subtle STIHL
logo on the left side of the chest. Available in two colours.
Material: 100% cotton
grey: 90% cotton, 10% viscose
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 05 (48–64)		
0420 900 06 (48–64)		

The MS 500i is synonymous with innovation, speed and precision,
which is just what our new t-shirt conveys with its large front print.
Material: black 100% cotton, grey 90% cotton, 10% viscose

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

»circle« baseball cap

Black and grey cap with large logo on the front and orange
stitching, size-adjustable snapback closure.
Material: 100% cotton

This black baseball cap with orange “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE”
logo can be adjusted to any head size using the metal clip at the back.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 940 0002

ORDER NUMBER
0420 940 0001

BLACK/GREY

BLACK

S–XXL
GREY
BLACK

»MS 500i« t-shirt
MEN’S

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 900 07 (48–64)		
0420 900 08 (48–64)		

»circle« cap

S–XXL
GREY
BLACK

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

»stihl« baseball cap

cap

Black baseball cap made from polyester with a large, embroidered STIHL logo and orange underside.
Material: 100% polyester

A cool accessory in cold weather: beanie with orange bobble,
black and white Nordic pattern and large STIHL logo.
Material: 100% acrylic

ORDER NUMBER			
0464 015 0030
BLACK		

ORDER NUMBER
0420 940 0003

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
10

ORANGE/BLACK
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Loud & proud,
zip pulls
& labels
ƒ
The zip pull on the jackets in our BRAND
COLLECTION is based on the original starter
grip of a real STIHL chainsaw. The colours:
black and orange. Loud and proud.

BRAND COLLECTION

83

rba

Our unconventional and edgy
URBAN collection is aimed at
young trendsetters. Its urban
styles and streetwear are casual,
cool and self-confident, made
for independent thinkers who
go their own way.

URBAN

»grow« t-shirt
MEN’S
CREW-NECK CUT,
CHEST POCKET WITH PRINT,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 200 13 (48–64) BLACK

into the
urban
jungle
ƒ
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URBAN

Hoodie
MEN’S
BRUSHED ON THE INSIDE,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 220 01 (48–64) GREEN

Track jacket
MEN’S
WITH ZIP AND STAND-UP COLLAR,
CHAINSAW PATCH ON THE CHEST,
CONTRASTING CUFFS, MADE FROM
95% POLYESTER, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 210 00 (48–64) BLUE

Track pants
MEN’S
ELASTICATED RIBBED WAISTBAND,
WITH CORD DRAWSTRING, BRUSHED
ON THE INSIDE, CHAINSAW PATCH
ON THE FRONT, MADE FROM 95%
POLYESTER, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 230 00 (48–64) BLUE

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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URBAN

sweatshirt
WOMEN’S
LOOSE FIT, TALL COLLAR,
CHAINSAW MOTIF ON THE FRONT,
MADE FROM 80% COTTON,
20% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 200 18 (34–50) PINK

Parka
WOMEN’S
WATER-REPELLENT, WITH MESH FABRIC,
MATERIAL: OUTER 100% POLYAMIDE,
LINING 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
0420 210 02 (34–50)

»grow« sweatshirt
MEN’S
LOOSE FIT, WITH STATEMENT PRINT:
“LET IT GROW”, MADE FROM 80% COTTON,
20% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 200 14 (48–64) BLACK

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

XS–XL
BLACK

91

Cool and the gang: black men’s
sweater and pink women’s sweater,
see page 90/91. Women’s t-shirt in
white, see page 111; green hoodie,
see page 98.

»grow« t-shirt
WOMEN’S
DRAWSTRING AT THE WAIST,
TYPOGRAPHIC FRONT DESIGN:
“LET IT GROW”,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 200 16 (34–50) GREY

t-shirt
MEN’S
ROUND NECK, WOOD TEXTURE FRONT
PRINT, MADE FROM 50% COTTON,
50% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0464 002 09 (48–64) GREY

URBAN

BASIC T-SHIRT
WOMEN’S
ROUND NECK, MULTI-COLOUR
FRONT PRINT, MADE FROM
95% COTTON, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER			
0420 200 05 (34-50)
XS–XL
WHITE

t-shirt
MEN’S
ROUND NECK ,
MULTI-COLOUR FRONT
PRINT, MADE FROM
100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
0420 200 04 (48–64)
S–XXL
WHITE

socks
WHITE AND ORANGE
DESIGN, FOR HER AND
HIM, MADE FROM 75%
COTTON, 20% POLYAMIDE, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER
0420 250 00 (38/42/46)
35–38/39–42/43–46
WHITE
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URBAN

hoodie
MEN’S

»wood circle« sweatshirt
MEN’S

Green hoodie with tall inner collar, superb fit thanks to a long,
oversized cut. Sewn-on pocket on the left sleeve, chainsaw motif
on the chest.
Material: 100% cotton

A piece of nature in the city: grey sweatshirt with the STIHL logo
on a simulated tree bark print. The fluffy material and brushed
inside makes this top very comfortable to wear.
Material: 50% cotton, 50% polyester

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 220 02 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 028 03 (48–64)		

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL		
GREY		

hoodie dress
WOMEN’S

»wood circle« t-shirt
MEN’S

This casual, lightweight green hoodie dress is the perfect accessory for the city. It has ribbed cuffs on the sleeves and waistband, and a large kangaroo front pocket. Wear it on its own or
paired with leggings or jeans.
Material: 100% cotton

Blue round-neck t-shirt made from pure cotton with a cool bark
texture print and STIHL logo on the chest.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 220 03 (34–50)		

○

S–XXL		
GREEN		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 07 (48–64)		

XS–XL		
GREEN		

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

S–XXL		
BLUE		
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URBAN

DISCOVERED
IN CAPE TOWN:
REVOLUTION
RECORDS
ƒ
The shoot for our new Urban collection took us to Cape Town, where
we discovered one of the city’s hidden gems in a small alley:
Revolution Records, one of the few remaining old-school record stores.

FIRST & SECOND HAND
VINYL AND CDS
Revolution Records and its fantastic selection is a
firm fixture of the Cape Town music scene. Alongside well-chosen rock and pop classics, there are
rare treasures by Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan and
Louis Armstrong to be found here. One of the
few old-school record stores, Revolution Records
offers a huge selection of CDs and records. It
also sells new and used pressings, which are coveted
by enthusiastic collectors nationwide.

ADDRESS:
73 Lower Main Rd
Observatory
Cape Town, 7925
South Africa

Our model has grabbed a cool men’s
hoodie which is casually teamed with
a skirt. For details on the hoodie, see
page 88.
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URBAN

parka
MEN’S
A robust, functional and reliable companion for autumn: men’s
parka made from water-repellent material with an ingenious
inner lining featuring mesh fabric in the shoulder and chest area,
and sleeves in orange.
Material: Outer 100% polyamide, inner lining 100% polyester
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 210 01 (48–64)		

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

»GOLD ICON« CAP

BEANIE

FISHERMAN’S HAT

Casual five-panel cap made from
black denim. Chainsaw front badge,
flexible adjustment strap – so it sits
nicely, fits well, and is well ventilated.
Material: 100% cotton

Our new cork cap with a golden
chainsaw on the front. An exciting
combination of materials!
Material: 100% cotton, cork

Beanie with embroidered chainsaw
on the band and STIHL flag label on
the back.
Material: 100% polyacrylic

On-trend bucket hat in black, with distinctive embroidered chainsaw motif.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0006

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0004

PINK

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0002

BLACK

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0003

BLACK

BLACK

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0005

L/XL
BLACK

sweatpants
MEN’S

Wooden earrings

GYM BAG

BELT BAG

»CHAINSAWS«
backpack

It doesn’t get more comfortable than this: a loose cut, drawstring waistband, “LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE” patch and
chainsaw emblem.
Material: 100% cotton

Unusual heart-shaped ear studs in
a beautifully grained wood (approx.
1 x 1 cm in size) with subtle STIHL
lettering.
Material: plum wood, fastener and
pin made from silver.

Some call it a gym bag, others say
it’s a backpack; either way it’s a
practical accessory in a cool design
for throwing over your shoulder
or wearing on your back.
Material: 100% polyester

Hot right now: belt bag with enough
space for the essentials, and a hidden zip pocket on the back for the
most crucial cargo.
Material: 100% polyester

This water-repellent backpack with
padded notebook compartment
offers plenty of storage space. The
padded straps make it comfortable
to wear.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0464 177 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0006

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 230 01 (48–64)		

○

S–XXL		
BLACK		

»DENIM ICON« CAP

S–XXL		
BLACK		

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

MIN. ORDER
10

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0005
GREY

GREY

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0000

BLACK
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URBAN

get
inspired:
Bloggers
on their
picks
ƒ

@viktoriacarstens

»I love the STIHL BRAND
COLLECTION, as it gives me
an opportunity to wear the
brand I love both on and off
work. The three colored
hoodie is my favorite. It has a
street, yet sporty look, and
it matches well with many of the
other products, including
this cap.«

We can visit Viktoria and Hanna on
Instagram every day, and give us a fascinating insight into their different worlds.
Professional tree climber Viktoria Carstens
is a nature freak and animal rights
activist who likes to get her hands dirty,
and is also an official STIHL brand ambassador. Hanna Deuss is a model who loves
yoga and tattoos. When it comes to
fashion, both of them are into sporty style.
Here they talk to us about their favourite
pieces from our current collection.

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

IT-PIECE
Hoodie
For trendsetters. 100% cotton ensures comfortable wear, and the green, white and black colour
combination makes this hoodie a versatile essential for any wardrobe.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 220 01 (48–64)		

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

S–XXL
GREEN

105
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URBAN

@hannadeuss

BASIC T-SHIRT
WOMEN’S
A basic t-shirt with big impact: white round-neck
t-shirt in a fantastic fit, with stylish STIHL logo print
in orange and black on the front.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

HANNA’S FAVOURITE

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 05 (34–50)		

XS–XL
WHITE

“I love easy-to-wear t-shirts
made from soft fabrics,
because they are usually worn
directly against the skin.
My favourite t-shirt from STIHL
ticks all those boxes, and
the beautiful print gives it a
super-casual look!”

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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URBAN

Sporty belt bags are the hottest
accessory of the moment – best
worn across the shoulder. For
details on the bag, see page 103.

»grow« sweatshirt
WOMEN’S

»grow« sweatshirt
MEN’S

This loose-cut sweater is ideal to have at hand when you’re out
and about and the temperature drops. The design is cool too, with
black statement lettering and a comfortable kangaroo pocket on
the front.
Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester

Stylish “LET IT GROW” print on a black background, with a casual
striped design on the sleeves up to the round neck; loose fit.
Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 17 (34–50)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 14 (48–64)		

S–XXL
BLACK

XS–XL
GREY

»grow« t-shirt
WOMEN’S

»grow« t-shirt
MEN’S

Loose, chic and versatile! The drawstring on the waistband means
you can adjust your look, while the front print unmistakably gets
its point across. Also available in grey.
Material: 90% cotton, 10% polyester

An airy, wide cut, cuffed round neck and chest pocket with print
make this a stylish men’s basic! Also available in black.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 15 (34–50)		

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 12 (48–64)		

XS–XL
WHITE

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL
WHITE

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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URBAN

URBAN

Complete
the Look
ƒ

MAKE IT
YOUR OWN
STYLE

T-SHIRT
WOMEN’S

»CHAINSAWS«
beanie

»NOCHAIN«
GYM BAG

SCARF

SWEATSHIRT
WOMEN’S

Fitted round-neck t-shirt with grey numbers
print on black.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane.

BOBBLE HAT,
WITH NORDIC PATTERN,
100% POLYACRYLIC

WATER-REPELLENT,
WITH DRAWSTRING,
MADE FROM 100% POLYESTER

CHECK SCARF WITH SEWN-ON
STIHL LABEL,
180 CM LONG, 50 CM WIDE,
MADE FROM 100% POLYACRYLIC

SWEATER WITH BRUSHED INNER,
WEIGHT 300 G/M,
MADE FROM 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER
0420 240 0001

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0001

BLUE AND ORANGE

GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 200 06 (34–50)		

○

XS–XL
BLACK

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 016 0070

BLUE AND ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 200 11 (34–50)
XS–XL
WHITE/GREY/BLACK
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URBAN

1

2

1
WOODEN POWERBANK

2
INDUCTION CHARGER

This powerbank, crafted from walnut wood with an aluminium back,
can be used to effortlessly recharge smartphones, cameras,
and other devices. The powerbank, which features a lithium-ion
battery and USB connection, will fit into any trouser pocket and
is an energy source you can rely on while you’re out and about.
Info: 5,200 mAh charging capacity, approx. 9 x 9 cm in size

Quick and easy wireless charging! Our new induction charger
with large-area engraving on the elegant, FSC-certified walnut
wood surface. Our tip: Please check that your device is suitable
for inductive charging.
Info: charging voltage of 2A

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0003

○

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0011

WOOD

WOOD

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

All black, all good: details of the
black t-shirt with chest pocket are
available on page 86.

You’re never too young to love
STIHL. Our WILD KIDS
collection equips your youngest
for school, nursery, and of
course for running rampant!

WILD KIDS

WASHBAG

Backpack

»saw« cap

»BEAVER« T-SHIRT

For holidays or spending the night
with the grandparents: a spacious
toiletry bag with large zip compartment and mesh inside pockets. To
keep everything tidy!
Material: 100% polyester

Our backpack, with outside pockets
and padded straps, has room for
everything kids need for a day out.
Volume: 7.5 l.
Material: 100% polyester

This matching knitted hat in a blue
and orange striped design, with a
contrasting band and cheerful bobble,
will keep our young adventurers’
ears nice and warm.
Material: 100% acrylic

Our new beaver t-shirt is a playful
addition to the kids collection.
Available in two colours.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0003

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0002

ORDER NUMBER
0420 440 0000

BLUE/ORANGE

98-140
WHITE
BLUE

HOODIE

LONG-SLEEVED
SHIRT

T-SHIRT

LONG-SLEEVED
SHIRT

A cool hoodie with soft ribbed cuff
on the hem and sleeves, as well as
a large kangaroo pocket at the front.
Designed with colour-contrast
sleeves, slightly overlapping hood
and casual print on the front.
Material: grey 60% cotton,
40% polyester, blue 100% cotton

Long-sleeved shirt made from a snuggly cotton blend with button placket
and short stand-up collar. Kids love
the patches on the chest, with motifs
of cool kit such as excavators and
chainsaws.
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester

This cheeky t-shirt for wild kids is
ultra-soft and hard-wearing. The
cool lettering and “LEGENDARY
PERFORMANCE” label will quickly
make it a favourite.
Material: 100% cotton

This long-sleeved shirt in a trendy
lumberjack-look pattern has had fun
comic-style patches added – kids love
the chainsaw and the little beaver.
“LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE”
appliqué on the back.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 420 00 (04/16/28/40/52)

Young, wild & STIHL: t-shirts,
sweaters and accessories that make
a statement.

BLUE

BLUE

ORDER NUMBER
WHITE: 0420 400 05 (04/16/28/40)
BLUE: 0420 400 06 (04/16/28/40)

98–152
GREY/BLUE

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 400 03 (04/16/28/40/52)
98–152
GREY/ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
ORANGE: 0420 400 00 (04/16/28/40/52)
GREY: 0420 400 01 (04/16/28/40/52)
98–152
GREY
ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 400 04 (04/16/28/40/52)
98–152
RED/BLACK
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Kids, get out there and get active!
We’ll make sure you have the right
kit for it. Hoodie and t-shirt, see
page 119; hat and rain jacket, see
page 122.
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Rain jacket

»LUMBERJACK«
Gym bag

»ADVENTURE«
Wallet

Casual and practical at the same time: our green, water-repellent rain jacket
features orange zips and elasticated cuffs to prevent water getting into the
sleeves, while the hood and tall collar make it leaktight from the top. And best
of all, this rain jacket can be folded into its own side pocket to make a small
parcel. There’s nothing like having fun in the rain!
Material: 100% polyamide, water resistance: water column 1,000 mm

Our colourful gym bag is big enough
for a full PE kit. The badges make it
a star on every playground.
Material: 100% polyester

To stop anything from getting lost on
their travels, we can recommend our
new wallet, which is worn around the
neck. Blue with a colourful badge and
orange inner lining.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0420 410 03 (16–52)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0007

BLUE/ORANGE

110–152
GREEN

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0008

BLUE

»LUMBERJACK« cap

»adventure« cap

»ADVENTURE« cap

»ADVENTURE« Beanie

Our red cap with colour-contrast stitching and “FUTURE LUMBERJACK”
badge on the front is super-trendy
and practical even in sunny weather.
This one-size-fits-all cap features a
clip closure.
Material: 100 % cotton

Green baseball cap for young
adventurers. Made from pure cotton,
cool design with contrast stitching,
and Adventure badge on the front.
Clip closure at the rear for flexible
adjustment.
Material: 100% cotton

This cosy and warm water-repellent
cap with sherpa lining not only
protects your head against the cold
of winter but also your ears – ideal
for all outdoor adventurers. The ear
flaps can be folded up, or secured
under your chin using Velcro.
Material: 100% polyester

Parents are always saying: “Don’t
forget your hat!” Well, our cheerful
green beanie with an orange bobble
is easy to remember. This beanie will
keep them super-warm and features
a colourful badge!
Material: 100% polyacrylic

ORDER NUMBER
0420 440 0006

ORDER NUMBER
0420 440 0005

○

RED

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

GREEN

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 450 05 (51/53)

○

XXS/51–XS/53
BLUE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 440 0002

GREEN

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

Everyone in? Then let’s go! Lara –
first in line on the bike – wears our
new hoodie. See page 119 for more
information. And Pepe, right at the
back on the luggage carrier, is wellequipped with his rubber boots a
nd work trousers especially for kids.
For details, see page 135.
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Nature’s own
chainsaw
ƒ

We’re connected to Steiff by more than just our Swabian homeland,
as the traditional company from Giengen an der Brenz also shares
our sense of value. We have developed a little friend together, and
it features such outstanding quality that it will be a lifelong companion
to kids and adults alike. Meet Tim Timber.

Why a beaver? Beavers are regarded as nature’s
own chainsaw thanks to their extraordinary ability
to fell trees. How do they do it? They use their
teeth! To fell a tree, they gnaw right through the
trunk, about half a metre above ground level;
they use their upper incisors to work on the bark,
and their lower teeth for grating at the wood.
In doing this, they make grooves around the trunk
that make the tree into an hourglass shape.
When a beaver fells trees, builds large dams, and
dams small streams and lakes, it is creating a
habitat not only for itself but also for many other
animals and plants.
Beavers are extremely peaceful animals. They use
their razor-sharp incisors only in absolutely exceptional circumstances, for example if their young
are in danger. What’s more, they are wholly vegetarian and don’t eat meat at all. Unfortunately the
native beaver is rather endangered, with reports
suggesting there are only 25,000 left in Germany.

x
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When it comes to standing up for this fascinating
animal, we cannot imagine a better partner than
Steiff. With its motto “Only the best is good enough
for children”, Steiff commits itself to the very
highest standards of quality, safety, workmanship
and material properties. Every Steiff animal is
unique, and identifiable as such by the world-famous
trademark: the “Button in Ear” – Tim Timber has
one too. That isn’t the only thing that makes him
special, as he also features unmistakable little
chainsaw-shaped teeth, printed with our logo.

Good to know: all toys from Steiff are 100% safe,
and the company voluntarily surpasses statutory
standards in this respect. The entire manufacturing
process is in the hands of Margarete Steiff GmbH.
Weaving is performed in the company’s own fabric
factory in Duisburg. Only the highest quality outer
materials are used, which is why these true-to-life
soft toys hardly lose any hair. When can Tim make
a home with you?

STEIFF SOFT TOY
STIHL BIBER TIM TIMBER
A friend for life: our Tim Timber beaver cuddly toy.
Only an original with the Button in Ear, our partner
Steiff’s trademark. Made from exceptionally soft
woven fur, this soft toy is great for cuddling. Can
be cleaned in the washing machine at temperatures
up to 30 degrees. The beaver is 22 cm tall.
Material: Woven fur
ORDER NUMBER
0464 971 0200
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Here we go! I come here every
day, and I really often meet
hard-working people when I do.
I’m always ready with my own
chainsaw – my own set of gnashers. It’s great that you humans
can get help from STIHL!

Hello there!
I’m Tim Timber. Will you come with me on
my trip to the STIHL headquarters? We can
go on exciting adventures together –
there’s so much to discover!

By the way, did you know that
you can tell how old a tree is by
counting the rings inside its
trunk? Let’s count these together!
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I’m so pleased
you’ve joined me on my
trip today. I hope you’ll visit
me again soon, because there’s still
soooo much more to discover here in
the forest!
Next time, I’ll introduce you to my friends.
Fridolin the Fox often comes the same way
as me. And if you can’t wait that long, we’re
both available as cuddly toys! You’ll find
me on page 125, and the little fox
on page 130.
There’s also plenty to see here at the river.
In summer, I like to come here to cool
down and build a dam with my friends.
Everyone does what they can: I can gnaw
a lot of branches from the trees using
my long teeth.

Bye for now!
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baby shoes

socks

»BEAVER« bib

»BEAVER« Babygrow

These soft, fluffy shoes will keep
baby’s little feet warm. The fun beaver
motifs indicate which shoe is the left
and which is the right.
Material: 75% cotton, 25% polyester

The snuggly inside of these cute,
striped and fluffy baby socks keeps
your baby’s feet comfy and cosy.
The non-slip coated soles ensure good
grip during baby’s first steps.
Material: 89% cotton, 9% Lycra,
2% elastane

Our bib, with beaver motif to match
the “BEAVER” baby bodysuit, is an
essential for any baby mealtime.
The double-worked bib with orange
piping lets nothing soak through,
while an adjustable Velcro fastening
ensures it’s always in the right place.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

The soft, skin-friendly cotton quality
of this babygrow with cute beaver
motif will ensure baby is comfortable
all over. The practical envelope-fold
shoulders and three buttons at the
crotch make dressing easy.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 450 03 (17–19)

17/18/19
GREY/ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 450 00 (17–19)

17/18/19
GREY/BLUE

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 450 01 (68–92)

62–92
BEAVER/WHITE

BEAVER/WHITE

Baby outfit

CAP

»FOX« soft toy

BABY BLANKET

»DEER« soft toy

Whether in a pram, buggy, or on mum
or dad’s arm, this set is an excellent
outfit for exploring the world. It consists of a jacket and trousers.
Jacket material: 54% cotton,
46% polyester
Trouser material: 100% cotton

Protects from the sun and looks
cool: baseball cap with a chainsaw
badge.
Material: 100 % cotton

Rather than stealing chickens, this
cuddly toy made from super-soft
plush will steal your heart. Approx.
20 cm tall.
Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester

Ideal for cuddling and resting. The
pretty fabric on both sides of this
cute blanket make it a beautiful addition to any child’s room. Soft padding
inner layer.
Top material: 100% cotton

Cuddle alert! This fawn made from super-soft plush
is 20 cm tall and one of Tim Timber’s best friends.
Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 460 0004

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 460 0013

ORDER NUMBER
0420 440 0001

BLUE/GREY

ORDER NUMBER
62–92
0420 450 04 (68–92) GREY/BLUE

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0012

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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Games for
everyone
ƒ

OUTDOOR KUBB GAME
Kubb is a game that has been played for centuries.
It is a game of skill, in which the objective is to
use throwing sticks to first knock over each of the
kubbs and then finally the king standing in the
middle. Playing pieces made from FSC-certified
pine wood.
Includes: 1 king, 10 kubbs, 6 throwing sticks,
4 markers in a carry bag
ORDER NUMBER
0464 927 0010

Board game

3D JIGSAW PUZZLE

WOODEN STACKING TOWER
GAME

The STIHL wooden edition of the legendary
German board game “Rauswerfspiel” (similar to
Ludo). This classic board game offers exciting
play for kids and grown-ups alike. Fantastic
detail: all 16 figures are equipped with painted
chainsaws, and the included dice are in typical
STIHL orange.
Material: FSC-certified wood

You can finally make your own chainsaw – out of
wood! This 3D puzzle consists of various wooden
pieces that need to be put together in the shape
of a chainsaw. Tricky!
Material: FSC-certified wood

Strong nerves and a steady hand are required for
the STIHL edition of this classic stacking game,
made from FSC-certified pine wood. All the blocks
for this game of skill feature a laser-engraved
STIHL logo, as does the storage box.
Includes: 54 wooden blocks in a wooden box

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0011

How to Kubb
ƒ

How to play kubb: First, form two teams. Each
team receives 5 kubbs (skittles), regardless of
the number of players per team. The king and its
kubbs are positioned on the playing area; it’s best
to play on sand or grass, and the area should be
about 8 m long and 5 m wide.

Each team receives six throwing sticks per round
of the game. Each player always starts at the
baseline, which it’s best to define at the beginning
of the game. The goal is to hit the other team’s five
kubbs. Fallen kubbs are thrown into the other half
of the court by the opposing team.

To start, each team member stands at the baseline
and throws a throwing stick so it lands as close to
the king as possible. But be careful: the king must
not fall over, otherwise the round will be over in a
flash. The team whose throwing stick lands closest
to the king starts the next go.

Once all the kubbs have fallen, the aim becomes
to knock over the king with the throwing stick; if
the king falls then, the team throwing the stick
wins. However, if the king is knocked over before
all kubbs have been fallen, the throwing team
loses.

ORDER NUMBER
0464 959 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0002

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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CHILDREN’S RAIN
TROUSERS

CHILDREN’S RAIN
JACKET

CHILDREN’S RUBBER
BOOTS

CHILDREN’S
TROUSERS

Jump in every puddle! The waterproof
material, made from polyester with
polyurethane coating, is perfect for
playing in the mud as well as being
easy to clean.
Material: 100% polyester with polyurethane overlay

There’s no such thing as bad weather
when you have the STIHL children’s
rain jacket. This jacket with a reflective
chainsaw front print has a special
waterproof coating and taped seams
that prevent leakage in all weathers.
Material: 100% polyester with polyurethane overlay

Hopefully it’ll rain again soon! Our
STIHL rubber boots ensure that
kids’ feet stay dry, and the flexible,
colour-contrast rubber sole with
non-slip tread ensures a good grip.
Material: 100% polyurethane

These kids’ trousers are extremely
hard-wearing and reinforced with
colour-contrast patches at the knees
and the seat. Elasticated and adjustable waistband, two front pockets,
and one thigh pocket.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 410 02 (04/16/28/40/52)

24/26/28/30
ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 430 01 (04/16/28/40)
98–140
ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 450 02 (24/26/28/30)

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 430 00 (04/16/28/40/52)
98–152
GREY/ORANGE

98–152
ORANGE

TOY HELMET
FOLDING VISOR, ADJUSTABLE SIZE
FOLD-ON EAR PROTECTION, SUITABLE
FOR CHILDREN AGED 3 YEARS AND
OLDER, MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 460 0001
ORANGE

CHILDREN’S WORK
GLOVES
WITH STIHL LOGO ON THE BACK OF
THE HAND, MADE FROM SYNTHETIC
LEATHER, NEOPRENE AND SPANDEX®,
SIZES: S (5–7 YEARS), M (7–10 YEARS),
L (10 YEARS AND UP)

CHAINSAW-SHAPED
CUSHIONS

TOY
BRUSHCUTTER

FORESTRY WORKER
PLAY FIGURE

Now you can even take your favourite tool to bed with you, because the
STIHL saw is available in cushion form! In soft plush, the chainsaw cushion
certainly has impact, and it is a must-have for anyone who wants to dream
of STIHL every night!
Info: Length approx. 50 cm, cover and filling made of soft plush material
(100% polyester)

This toy brushcutter is a great
choice for kids who like to help out in
the garden. The battery-operated
(batteries included) toy brushcutter
is height-adjustable, meaning your
child can enjoy playing with it for years
to come. The volume of the sound
effect can also be adjusted. Suitable
for children age 3 years and older.
Material: Plastic

This forestry worker has moving
arms and legs and is well-equipped
with a helmet, jerry can and chainsaw. This play figure is approximately
11 cm tall.
Material: Plastic

ORDER NUMBER
0464 095 0200

ORANGE

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 939 00 (40–60)

ORDER NUMBER
0464 937 0000

ORANGE/BLACK

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
12

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 972 0000
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the perfect
present
for kids
ƒ
ON/OFF
BUTTON

Start them early – ideally in the same
clothes as the grown-ups. For details
on work trousers for children, see
page 135; find out more about the
soft-shell jacket on page 141.

STARTER GRIP
MOVING CHAIN
BRAKE

STARTER LEVER
ON THE HANDLE

MOVING AND
REPLACEABLE
CHAIN

CHAINSAW
NOISE WITH
VOLUME
CONTROL

INCLUDES BATTERIES

TOY SAW

REPLACEMENT
CHAIN SET

40 CM LONG, SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN
AGED 3 YEARS AND OLDER, MADE
FROM PLASTIC

WITH FOUR RUBBER CHAINS AND
ONE TOOL

ORDER NUMBER
0464 934 0000

○

MIN. ORDER
20

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

ORDER NUMBER
0464 934 0095

○

REMOVABLE
CHAIN GUARD

MIN. ORDER
50

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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roots &
treetops
ƒ

One in five trees felled
worldwide is further processed to become paper.

Around half of all landdwelling animal and plant
species worldwide live in
forests, with most of those
in tropical rainforests.

1 /3

WOODED
AREA

Around a third of Germany’s land is
covered with forest, making it one of
the most densely wooded countries
in Europe.

1/2

An area of wood equal to 35 football pitches is
processed per minute. Each year, 130,000 square
kilometres of forest is processed worldwide – that’s
one and half times the area of Austria.

17

of all animal
and plant species
live in forests
The General Sherman Tree in the
Sequoia National Park in California
is 83.8 metres tall, and its trunk has
a circumference of 31.12 metres. At
670 tonnes, it is the heaviest tree
in the world, weighing the same as 17
fully loaded trucks.

58
metres

In the mountains, forests are responsible for preventing avalanches, which is why they’re also
called protection forests. However, depending on
the size of an avalanche, the protection provided
by the forest alone may not be sufficient, so many
other precautionary measures are also in place in
mountainous areas.

70
people

The world’s tallest tree grows
in California’s Redwood
National Park. This redwood
is called Hyperion and is
around 116 metres tall – that’s
about the same as 70
people stacked on top of
one another.

Up to 500 different insect species
can live on a single oak tree.

-72 °C
The world’s hardiest trees withstand
temperatures down to minus 72
degrees Celsius.

Dead wood
is full of
life.
When it rains, the forest floor absorbs rainwater like a sponge. That
water is then filtered and purified as
it travels through the layers of the
forest floor. Eventually it reaches
streams, springs, and groundwater
as drinking water.

Even fallen or dead trees still have a place, as
the dead wood is an animal and plant habitat for
many species, of insects and fungi for example.
Woodpeckers also like to carve out hollows for their
nests in dead trees. Their young find food in the
dead wood.

Trees can of course not only be very
heavy, but also have a very large
circumference, like the Tree of Tule
in Mexico. The trunk of this monster tree is 58 metres around – so it’s
no surprise it is also known as
“El Gigante”.

No tree rings
in tropical
forests
Rainforests grow in the tropics – in
other words near the equator – which
is why they may also be referred to
as tropical forests. They are mainly
made up of broad-leaved trees, which
form no age rings in their trunks because the seasons never change. This
also means that their growth is regular and consistent throughout the year.
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SOFT-SHELL JACKET
COLOUR-CONTRAST FLEECE INTERIOR
LINING AND ELBOW PROTECTION,
STURDY ZIP WITH KNEE PROTECTION,
CLOSABLE SIDE POCKETS,
MADE FROM 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER		
042041001 (04–52)
98–152
GREY

Multi-functional scarf

football

Balance bike

This multi-functional scarf for children was made in
Germany and offers high UV protection. The Coolmax material meets the OEKO-TEX 100 standard
and provides optimum temperature regulation.
The seamless, stretch tube scarf is also anti-odour,
breathable, and fast-drying. Approx. 22.5 cm wide
and 48 cm tall, for head circumferences between
50 and 55 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

Hand-stitched games ball with seamless butyl
bladder and built-in safety valve that prevents the
ball from deflating too quickly. The size 5 football
has a circumference of approximately 67 to 69 cm
and weighs around 430 grams.
Material: synthetic leather, free of PVC

Our balance bike is perfect for teaching little
speedsters to get ready for their first real bike.
The height of the saddle can be adjusted as
needed, so kids aged 3 to 6 years can hit the trail
on this bike. Maximum load: 30 kg, seat height:
32–38 cm.
Material: FSC-certified birchwood

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 936 0020
ORANGE
MIN. ORDER
50

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0014

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 944 0000
ORANGE/WHITE
MIN. ORDER
2

KOZIOL LUNCHBOX

Wooden dummy chain

Dummy set

Sandwiches, snacks and fruit can be safely stored
in this Koziol-designed snack box. The rounded
design fits perfectly into a schoolbag. In the STIHL
look with an embossed chainsaw and logo.
Size: 17 x 12.5 x 6.5 cm.
Material: food-safe plastic free of harmful materials

This dummy chain is the perfect accessory for mini
STIHL fans. The dummy strap is made from wooden
beads featuring STIHL motifs like our beaver Tim
and small comic chainsaws. A high-quality metal clip
will ensure the dummy chain stays in place. The
chain is 21 cm long.
Material: FSC-certified beechwood

For winding down and falling asleep: practical twin
pack of dummies for little STIHL fans aged 6 to
18 months. This silicone dummy is food safe and
complies with the European EN 1400 standard.
Material: Silicone

ORDER NUMBER
0464 095 0050

MIN. ORDER
6

ORDER NUMBER
0464 259 0010

○

ORANGE

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

ORANGE

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 095 0070
ORANGE		

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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Hidden objects book
Very detailed illustrated hidden objects book,
which takes children on a journey of discovery with
beavers and garden gnomes, through all four
seasons of the year. The adventure even takes them
to the STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® World Championship. Designed by Tina Krehan, for children aged
2 to 6; 12 pages.
Material: FSC-certified cardboard
ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0006

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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A badge
for young
scouts
ƒ
Colourful badges are a key feature of scouts’
outfits. They have a range of meanings: which
group the scouts belong to, what they have
achieved and which camps they’ve taken part
in so far.

Collecting these badges is particularly popular among young scouts, as they
not only prove good deeds, but also experience. These days there are even
separate events and swaps where people busily exchange badges.
Our patches are inspired by typical scouts’ badges, and they are very easy to
fix to your clothes with thread.

Badge set
This badge set is a must-have for
budding scouts, as it can be used to
customise and jazz up any item of
clothing. Set of 3 embroidered badges
with great motifs like “FUTURE
LUMBERJACK”, “ADVENTURE CAMP”
and “CRAZY BEAVER”.
Material: 100% polyester
ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0009

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

timbersports®FAN

If you love TIMBERSPORTS®,
wear TIMBERSPORTS®: the
collection for fans and anyone
who likes to move. Strong statements and strong looks in black,
white and of course, orange.
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TIMBERSPORTS®FAN

A fan package to
cheer you on
ƒ
3

1

2
4

CHOP cap

5

1
wristwatch

2
fan scarf

DIAMETER 40 MM, MADE
FROM STAINLESS STEEL
NYLON STRAP, WATERPROOF TO 10 ATM

JACQUARD KNIT SCARF
WITH LOGO AND AXES,
MADE FROM 100%
POLYACRYLIC

ORDER NUMBER
0464 585 0040

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0002

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

3
Hoodie

4
t-shirt

FRONT LOGO, ORANGE NECKLINE
BINDING, MADE FROM 100% COTTON

MADE FROM 100% COTTON, AVAILABLE
IN 2 COLOURS

ORDER NUMBER
XS–XXL
0464 028 02 (44–64) BLACK

ORDER NUMBER
XS–XXL
0420 500 00 (44–64) ORANGE
0420 500 01 (44–64) BLACK

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

A cap that makes a statement: perfect for
TIMBERSPORTS® events! White lettering with
“SHUT UP AND CHOP” on the front This baseball cap has a size-adjustable snapback closure.
Material: 100% polyester

5
License plate
holder

ORDER NUMBER
0420 540 0002

LOCKABLE FRAME FOR
LICENSE PLATES, MADE
FROM ABS PLASTIC
ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0008

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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Give
it everything!
ƒ
Awesome! Canadian Stirling Hart is
one of the top stars on the scene,
shown here at the Standing Block
Chop during the Champions Trophy
2018 in the Old Port of Marseille.

152

TIMBERSPORTS®FAN

STIHL goes extreme: razor-sharp axes and saws, splinters flying, thrilling
duels. Battling man to man and woman to woman, all seeking to conquer the
block and achieve the fastest time. To succeed requires power, technique
and precision. STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® is extreme sport in its purest form,
and attracts an ever-increasing crowd of captivated fans worldwide.

THE ORIGINAL EXTREME SPORT
The legend began over a hundred years ago. Today, STIHL TIMBERSPORTS®
is the world’s most important competition series in lumberjack sports. With 20
nations taking part, brawny athletes are pitted against each other in strenuous
contests at national and international level.
This renowned sport has its roots on the other side of the world: as the 19th
century was coming to a close, woodworkers in Australia and New Zealand
found they still had more to give at the end of a working day, so they started
to use their axes and saws in their free time too, taking on competitive challenges: Who is stronger? Who can fell the most trees in the shortest time?
The remote island of Tasmania – where even today barely more than half a million
people live – was host to one of the first public competitions, back in 1891.
Before long the sport was included as part of the Sydney Royal Easter Show,
and the tradition continues to this day, with many thousands of spectators
travelling for the unmissable spectacle. From distant Oceania, the passion for
this sport spread across to Canada and the USA.

IF NOT US, WHO?
Of course, everything was rather improvised at the outset, though that soon
changed, and around a dozen different sporting disciplines have developed
over the years. We look back at the year 1985 with great pride: as one of the
world’s leading power tool manufacturers, we selected the six most spectacular disciplines, professionalised the competitions, and established the STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS® Series.
These include a set of rules that is standardised worldwide, a global team of
referees, international training camps and programmes to promote up-andcoming talent. What’s more, the sport is as demanding as ever: competitors
won’t get anywhere without nerves of steel. All the disciplines require the
athletes to be skilled in handling tools and wood as a material, and they won’t
get far without strength, endurance, and a precise technique.

SHEET METAL
SIGN
30 X 40 CM, SHEET STEEL
WITH FOUR DRILLED HOLES
ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0003

THE PREMIER LEAGUE
OF LUMBERJACK SPORTS

THE REIGNING INDIVIDUAL
WORLD CHAMPION

STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® is considered the premier league of lumberjack
sports: it is where the top athletes meet in competition, and the spectators
and media interest it receives are unmatched.
Incidentally, all competitions are multi-event. Though athletes do compete in
six disciplines in the traditional individual format, the Trophy format demands
maximum strength endurance from the athletes as they take on four disciplines in quick succession. Rookie and team competitions are divided into four
disciplines, and of course women also compete, in up to four disciplines.
Who takes the winning title? For individual and rookie competitions, a total is
tallied up at the end: who has won the most points after all disciplines across
all the rounds? It’s not enough to be unbeaten in just one discipline. For team
competitions and the Trophy, the teams and athletes fight their way through
a knockout system to reach the final, where the winners are chosen.
Everyone wants to be the best in the world! Where better to find this out than
at a World Championship? The two-day World Championship with its two- to
three-hour individual and team competitions is, without question, the high point
of the season. In 2019, over 100 athletes from more than 20 nations participated in Prague.2019 nahmen in Prag über 100 Sportler aus mehr als 20
Nationen teil.

THE WORLD TROPHY:
SPECTACULAR PERFORMANCE
IN SPECTACULAR LOCATIONS

Brayden Meyer from Australia battled his way to the Individual 2019 STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS® world title in a phenomenal display of strength, power and
precision at Industrial Palace, Prague. Performing in front of a raucous, sellout crowd, Meyer held his nerve in a nail-biting Hot Saw competition to take
home the title.

TIMBERSPORTS® has reinvented lumberjack sports: Alongside the World
Championship in singles, the Trophy has become established as the second
international competition format. Here, the best of the best from national and
European qualifying competitions compete across four disciplines.
TIMBERSPORTS® 2020
Glory is found in achieving the best times here – the superstars take less than
a minute to cut four tree trunks in turn. And focus is important, because they
also need to draw on endurance. It’s with good reason that the Trophy is today
regarded as the most challenging and dynamic sporting event.
The competition locations are also spectacular, with event venues in previous
years including the Piazzale Michelangelo in Florence, the Old Port of Marseille,
and a summit station in the Tyrolean Alps.

Time to start looking forward to the TIMBERSPORTS® 2020 season!
All the information you need about the national and international
competitions can be found at stihl-timbersports.com. Training
camp dates where you can use axes and saws to test your own talent
can also be found there.
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Polo shirt
MEN’S

»hot saw« t-shirt
WOMEN’S

»timber« t-shirt
MEN’S

belt

trekking scarf

seat cushion

A classic: Polo in jersey quality with 3-button placket
and flat-knitted cuffs and collar in subtle black.
Crossed axes are embroidered on the chest as a
small accentuating detail.
Material: 100% cotton

Mottled grey round-neck t-shirt with glittery print
on the front. Fitted cut with semi-circular neckline
and casual sleeves.
Material: 100% cotton

The round-neck t-shirt that makes a statement:
Let’s go! Basic t-shirt with large print on the front.
Available in 2 colours.
Material: 100% cotton

Multi-functional scarf with stylised chainsaws, axes,
cookies and single bucks. Can be worn as a bandana, headscarf, headband, mouth protection, or
neckscarf.
Material: 100% polyester

This round tree trunk seat cushion is ideal to use
while watching the competition! Practical design
with Velcro and hanging loop.
Info: diameter 34 cm

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 16 (34–50)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 08 (48–64)		
0420 500 09 (48–64)		

Keep your jeans or work trousers snugly in the
right place with this belt, which features an attentiongrabbing large metal buckle with milled-out
crossed axes. The belt is 120 cm long and can be
shortened to fit using the buckle.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 02 (44–64)		

XS–XXL
BLACK

XS–XL
GREY

S–XXL
WHITE
DARK GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 081 0030		

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 016 0050		

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 765 0010		

MIN. ORDER
10

ORANGE

BLACK

»athletic« t-shirt
MEN’S

Functional shirt
MEN’S

t-shirt
MEN’S

Fan hoodie

Coach jacket
MEN’S

Hooded jacket
MEN’S

This functional shirt made from a breathable and
moisture-repellent material blend keeps you at a
comfortable temperature so you can concentrate
fully on your sport.
Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

This new, breathable functional shirt with small
orange accents will become your new favourite
piece of sports clothing. A logo on the chest, and
the waist inserts with a repeat pattern of crossed
axes, brighten up this shirt.
Material: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

Casual cut t-shirt made from pure cotton with
finely ribbed round-neck collar and large lettering
on the chest. Very comfortable to wear.
Material: 100% cotton

Our new all-rounder: a grey hoodie with embossed
axes on the chest and cool extras like the orange
inner lining in the hood, and “KISS MY AXE” badge
on the sleeves.
Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester

For any weather: coach jacket including press studs
with axe emblem and crossed axes in white on
the chest. This jacket features a drawstring at the
bottom hem and two side pockets.
Material: 100% polyester

Hooded jacket with a dark-to-light blue gradient
and small crossed axes on the chest.
TIMBERSPORTS® logo in orange on the sleeve.
Material: 95% polyester, 5% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 520 06 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 510 03 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 03 (48–64)		

○

S–XXL
DARKGREY

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 25 (48–64)		

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 002 12 (48–64)		

S–XXL
WHITE

S–XXL
DARKGREY

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

S–XXL
GREY

S–XXL
BLACK

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 510 04 (48–64)		

S–XXL
GREY
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Hand towel

Bath towel

Sports bag

Perfect for a refreshing shower after sports, this extra-soft
jacquard pile is gentle on your skin and highly absorbent.
Size: 50 x 100 cm.
Material: 100% cotton

Large towel for the beach or just your bathroom at home. Stylish
design with woven axes. The soft material is highly moisture
absorbent. Size: 70 x 140 cm.
Material: 100% cotton

WITH CLOSABLE INNER SECTION
AND EXTRA SHOE COMPARTMENT,
MATERIAL: 100% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0001

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0004

DARK GREY

○

DARK GREY

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

GREY

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0000
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timber
ƒ

Anyone who’s ever tried to
fell a tree knows that you
don’t just get going with no
preparation. We’ll show
you how to do it properly!

TYPE 2

1

TYPE 1

The root ball stays in the ground.

The roots are removed later.

ROOT BALLS & SAWING HEIGHT

»athletic« cap

»axe« cap

»axe« cap

If the root ball is to remain in the ground, saw the
trunk off as close to the ground as possible.
If you want to take the roots out as well, it’s better
to leave behind as long a section of trunk as you
can, as this makes them easier to dig out later because of the added leverage.

Casual baseball cap with front embroidery of
orange crossed axes. So you can show that STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS® has your heart.
Material: 100% polyester

The orange underside of the brim presents a cool
contrast to the rest of the design, in olive green
with a slightly washed-out effect. Without doubt,
the most exciting element is the crossed axes in
stylish 3D embroidery.
Material: 100% cotton

This snapback cap is a great choice whether you’re
in town or out. Casual cap made of pure cotton
with many details: orange side stitching, a cool chainsaw pattern in camouflage style on the brim
underside, and 3D-embroidered crossed axes on
the front panel.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
0420 540 0000

GREY

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0060

2
3

ORDER NUMBER
0420 540 0015

BLUE

MAKING A FELLING NOTCH
45°

The notch incision determines which direction the
tree will fall. Keep in mind that an angle of about
45 degrees is ideal, and the notch should not cut
through more than a third of the trunk. First get to
work at an angle, then horizontally.

SAWING THE FELLING CUT
45°

5 cm

5
XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

Now, start making the felling cut from the opposite
side. This cut should be around 5 cm above the
horizontal felling notch. Then you’re good to go!

REMOVING BRANCHES FROM
THE TRUNK

4
○

OLIVE GREEN

Once you’ve felled the tree, the next step is to remove the branches at the top of the trunk, though
the lower ones should be left in place because...

»AXE WOOD« t-shirt
MEN’S

»AXE WOOD« Sweatshirt
MEN’S

»axe« cap

CHOPPING UP THE TRUNK

Round-neck t-shirt with large crossed axes in a
wood look on the front, and a TIMBERSPORTS®
badge on the back.
Material: 100% cotton

Simply throw on this sweatshirt when it gets a bit
colder on the platform. Large-area print with
crossed axes in a wood look on the chest and
TIMBERSPORTS® badge on the back.
Material: 100% cotton

This black baseball cap with grey embroidered axe
can be adjusted to any head size using the metal
clip at the back. The perfect companion for the upcoming TIMBERSPORTS® season.
Material: 100% cotton

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 500 24 (48–64) BLACK

ORDER NUMBER
0420 540 0013

...that’s the only way to keep the trunk at a comfortable height above the ground while chopping
it up. After all, you don’t want to saw into the
ground when cutting through the trunk.

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 500 23 (48–64) BLACK

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

BLACK
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Stihl x
Blackroll
ƒ
BLACKROLL is on hand at TIMBERSPORTS®
events for targeted fascia and physio support. Here,
we show you how to use to use BLACKROLL to
best effect for your workout.
Our tip: Spend 30 to 60 seconds on each exercise

ROLLING OUT THE BACK OF THE THIGHS
Sit on the floor, and put the BLACKROLL under one of your thighs. Place both
arms behind you for support and lift your hips. Now, try to roll back and forth
evenly over the BLACKROLL using your whole thigh or lower leg.
Then change sides and repeat the exercise. To make this exercise even more
intensive, position one leg over the other. .
Massage for 30–60 seconds

ROLLING OUT THE LATISSIMUS
Lie on the BLACKROLL on your side, preferably supporting yourself on your
upper arm. Now roll from your lower back, where your ribs start, to your armpit. For the best outcome, your body should remain stable throughout.
Massage for 30–60 seconds

ROLLING OUT YOUR BACK –
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
For back massage, first sit yourself on the BLACKROLL. Then, placing your
hands behind you for support, very slowly move your back over the
BLACKROLL. Roll it from your coccyx over your lumbar spine and up to your
shoulders. Keep your core tight to make this easier.
During this movement, you can either have your arms stretched out behind
you or, as shown on the left, crossed over your chest.
Massage for 30–60 seconds

BLACKROLL coach Nico gives
TIMBERSPORTS® athletes Robert
Ebner (top) and Stirling Hart
valuable training tips.

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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MAXIMUM
EASE OF
MOVEMENT:
timbersports®
sportswear
ƒ

SPORTS BRA
WOMEN’S
FAST-DRYING, BREATHABLE, WITH
CONTRAST ELASTIC UNDER THE BUST,
MADE FROM 86% POLYESTER AND 14%
ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 520 05 (34–50) PATTERN

SPORTS LEGGINGS
DAMEN
BREATHABLE, FAST-DRYING, PRINTED
INSERTS ON WAISTBAND & KNEE ,
MADE FROM 86% POLYESTER AND 14%
ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 530 03 (34–50) BLACK

TIMBERSPORTS®FAN

Long-sleeved shirt
WOMEN’S
The perfect training partner: seamless, close-fitting long-sleeved
shirt in dark grey adapts perfectly to fit you. The details: logo
embroidered on the back and embroidered crossed axes on the
front left.
Material: 52% polyamide, 42% polyester, 6% elastane
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 14 (34–50)		

XS–XL
GREY/BLACK

Top
WOMEN’S
Seamless, close-fitting sleeveless top with racerback in dark
grey. Subtly embroidered TIMBERSPORTS® logo on the back,
and embroidered axes on the chest.
Material: 52% polyamide, 42% polyester, 6% elastane
ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 15 (34–50)		

Our Athleisure Wear feels like a
second skin, so you’re free to always
keep moving. Luisa wears a longsleeved top from our ATHLETIC
Collection; see top right for details.

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

XS–XL
GREY/BLACK
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Jump around! The accessories and
looks in the Sportswear collection
feature impressive function and
style, and can be worn 24/7.

»PWR« HOODIE
MEN’S
WITH FRONT PRINT AND LOGO IN
BLACK, BREATHABLE, FAST-DRYING
IN GREY/ORANGE, MADE FROM 100%
POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
XS–XL
0420 520 03 (48–64) BLACK

168
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»athletic« top
WOMEN’S
BREATHABLE MESH, CASUAL CUT
SLIGHTLY ROUNDED HEM,
MADE FROM 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER
0420 520 01 (34–50)

Long-sleeved shirt
WOMEN’S

Functional shirt
MEN’S

Functional shirt
WOMEN’S

Breathable long-sleeved shirt with hood and
stylish orange-to-dark-grey gradient. Featuring a
repeat pattern of crossed axes on the upper half.
Material: 95% polyester, 5% elastane

Loose-fitting, breathable, functional shirt with
a grey-to-orange gradient. Short sleeves, round
neck, comfortable fit.
Material: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

For burning off energy: our new breathable functional shirt with a yellow logo on the right-hand side
and a stylish and dynamic yellow-to-grey gradient.
Material: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 28 (34–50)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 26 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 27 (34–50)		

XS–XL
ORANGE/GREY

S–XXL
ORANGE/GREY

XS–XL
YELLOW/GREY

swimming shorts
MEN’S

»tec« shorts
MEN’S

Cropped sports leggings
WOMEN’S

Swimming shorts in classic black with “KISS MY
AXE” lettering on the back, orange stitching and
small crossed axes on the front. These shorts
finish slightly above the knee. With elasticated
waistband, drawstring and mesh inner lining.
Material: 100% polyester

Gym shorts made from breathable fabric with
elasticated waistband for optimum comfort. The
pattern of small crossed axes on the sides of
these shorts emphasises their technical and functional design.
Material: 88% polyester, 12% elastane

Maximum ease of movement for all sports:
these three-quarter-length leggings are a perfect
form-fitting cut, and look great with our new
functional shirts!
Material: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 530 06 (48–64)		

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 530 05 (48–64)		

S–XXL
BLACK

S–XXL
GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 530 07 (34–50)		

XS–XL
ORANGE

XS–XL
GREY

T-SHIRT
DAMEN
Eine echter Hingucker! Das tailliertes Rundhals-TShirt mit grauem Frontdruck peppt jedes Casual
Outfit auf!
Material: 95% Baumwolle, 5% Elasthan.
BESTELLNUMMER		
0420 200 06 (34/38/42/46/50)

15,30 €

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

XS–XL
SCHWARZ
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run run run
away, baby
ƒ

Marc’s favourite sport is jogging.
After all, it’s something he can do
(almost) any time and anywhere.
Details of his outfit can be found
on the left.

It is recommended that we all take 10,000 steps a day –
that’s around six to eight kilometres of walking. That should
be your starting point! The World Health Organization
(WHO) recommends 30 minutes of activity each day. We
think that’s doable! And in a stylish outfit, it’s even enjoyable.

Long-sleeved shirt
MEN’S

Windcheater
MEN’S

A sporty basic: Seamless fitted functional shirt in dark grey
with embroidered TIMBERSPORTS® logo on the back and
embroidered axes above the chest.
Material: 62% polyamide, 38% polyester

For sport and leisure: windproof, breathable, fast-drying jacket
in cool black with colour-contrast sleeves in orange. Reflective
crossed axes on the chest, and logo print on the back. The hood
and stand-up collar made from stretch material and zipped side
slit pockets complete the look.
Material: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 500 13 (48–64)		

S–XXL
GREY

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 510 01 (48–64)		

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL
BLACK/ORANGE

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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boxer shorts
MEN’S

TIMBERSPORTS® BaseballCap

»compact« sports bag

Fitted boxer shorts in cool black with “STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS®” lettering on the front. Elasticated waistband with “KISS MY AXE” statement
print and small axes.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

Reduced to the essentials! The black “STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS®” baseball cap made from pure cotton is stitched with a large “STIHL TIMBERSPORTS®”
logo. A simple but high-impact essential for every
championship!
Material: 100 % cotton

This practical bag has space for your towel, clothes
and shoes. It is compact and can be carried in your
hand using the short handles, or directly over your
shoulder using the length-adjustable strap. Size:
25 x 50 x 23 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0084

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0006

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 530 01 (48–64) BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

Coffee-to-go cup

trucker cap

Gym bag

Porcelain coffee-to-go cup in “STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS®” design. With its lid and sleeve
made from insulating silicone, this reusable
coffee cup will keep your favourite drink hot.
Info: 300 ml capacity

Classic trucker cap in high-contrast black and
white. This cap draws the eye to the cool “KISS
MY AXE” logo on the front panel. Snapback
closure at the back.
Material: 100% polyester

A stylish coated gym bag with large TIMBERSPORTS®
badge and orange cords. This bag can be casually
worn on the back or over your shoulder.
Material: 100% polyester

ORDER NUMBER
0464 283 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0050

○

GREY/BLACK

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

ORDER NUMBER
0420 560 0009

BLACK

BLACK/WHITE

○

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)
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»KISS MY AXE« t-shirt
MEN’S

Boxer shorts set
MEN’S

notebook

ballpoint pen

This casual, dark grey round-neck t-shirt is comfortable on your skin, and makes a subtle statement
with the “KISS MY AXE” badge on the chest.
Material: 62% cotton, 33% polyester, 5% elastane

The classic, now in a check pattern: set of two
pairs of boxer shorts in different check designs.
Casual lettering on the elasticated waistband
completes the look.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% elastane

This spiral-bound notebook is ideal for quick
notes. Its squared paper is FSC-certified and
bound with a metal spiral. Black foam cover featuring a TIMBERSPORTS® logo.
Size: DIN A5

Fan’s ballpoint pen with black ink, matte soft-touch
finish and metal tip – great in combination with the
matching notebook.
Info: black ink

ORDER NUMBER
S–XXL
0420 530 08 (48–64) RED/GREY CHECK

ORDER NUMBER
0464 555 0010

»KISS MY AXE« cap

»KISS MY AXE« baseball cap

»KISS MY AXE« beanie

With this “STIHL TIMBERSPORTS®” cap, you’ll be
perfectly equipped for any event! This baseball cap
with colour-contrast underside to the brim makes
a clear statement – particularly with the large “KISS
MY AXE” embroidery on the front panel.
Material: 100 % cotton

This statement cap with a large “KISS MY AXE”
embroidery on the front will set fans’ hearts racing.
Material: 100% cotton

A cool beanie with statement patch on the foldedup cuff. Fine knit, warm fabric.
Material: 100% acrylic

ORDER NUMBER
0420 540 0014

ORDER NUMBER
0464 018 0030

ORDER NUMBER
XS–XXL
0420 500 17 (44–64) DARKGREY

Zip-up jacket
MEN’S
A zip-up jacket for all situations: jacket with hood
and TIMBERSPORTS® badge on the chest, with
orange contrasting stripes. Pocket at the front.
Material: 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER
0420 510 02 (48–64)

○

XS (44) S (48) M (52) L (56) XL (60) XXL (64)

○

XS (34) S (38) M (42) L (46) XL (50)

○

S–XXL
BLACK

62–68 (68) 74–80 (80) 86–92 (92) 98–104 (04) 110–116 (16) 122–128 (28) 134–140 (40) 146–152 (52)

ORDER NUMBER
0464 021 0070

BLACK

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 516 0060

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK
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STATEMENT-PATCH
& LABELS
ƒ
The TIMBERSPORTS® message: KISS MY AXE! This
cheeky statement and the trademark TIMBERSPORTS®
crossed axes can be found on this collection’s labels
and patches, as a little indication of our love for detail.

The sporty pieces in the Collection feature these labels, hangtags and patches. Buttons and fasteners are
made of metal, to a very high level of quality. Black and orange are the colours we use here, with accents
of white. The labels combine sportiness and STIHL passion with a down-to-earth approach.

promotional items

STIHL is more than just a
chainsaw brand. We are STIHL,
loud and proud. We have fans
all around the world – they can
show their dedication to their
favourite brand with our new
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS.

184

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

ballpoint pen

CARPENTER’S
PENCIL

Sticky notes
block

Notepad

DRINKING CUPS

Beer mat

Bottle opener

A simple ballpoint pen with black
ink and orange STIHL logo.

Extra-long wooden pencil.
Length approx. 25 cm

Pad of 100 self-adhesive notes in
100 x 75 mm format, paper quality:
70g/m

DIN A4 format paper pad at 21 x
29.7 cm, consisting of 50 sheets of
squared paper.

Pack of 100 disposable plastic cups,
printed with STIHL logos.
Capacity 200 ml.

Pack of 100 round beer coasters,
diameter approx. 10 cm.

Approx. 12 cm in length, this matte silver bottle
opener with engraved STIHL logo features plastic
inlays on the sides for better grip.

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0011

ORDER NUMBER
0464 502 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0005

ORDER NUMBER
0464 558 0030

ORDER NUMBER
0464 270 0000

MIN. ORDER
50

MIN. ORDER
50

MIN. ORDER
20

MIN. ORDER
10

Ice scraper

metre rule

FIRST AID BOX

Screen cleaning
cloth

High-quality, very sturdy scraper
with soft handle, in black with orange
accents.

Metre rule made from lindenwood,
closed length 24 cm, open length
2 m in total.

A practical emergency kit consisting
of 12 plaster strips, a skincare gel
and tweezers.

Round microfibre cleaning cloth –
ideal for cleaning glasses or display
screens.

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0000

MIN. ORDER
130

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 152 0020

MIN. ORDER
10

ORDER NUMBER
0464 861 0010

MIN. ORDER
10

ORDER NUMBER
0420 260 0004

MIN. ORDER
100

MIN. ORDER
1

ORDER NUMBER
0464 270 0010

MIN. ORDER
1

ORDER NUMBER
0464 252 0020

MIN. ORDER
10

Fleece table cloth

SERVIETTES

PAPER FLAG

Table cloth in the STIHL logo design, made from
high-quality fleece. Size: 1.2 x 20 m – perfect for
trestle tables.

Pack of 200 paper serviettes, square,
33 x 33 cm.

Orange paper flags – a striking decorative element
for a party, for example. Size: 26 x 14 cm

ORDER NUMBER
0464 270 0050

ORDER NUMBER
0463 302 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0464 270 0030

MIN. ORDER
1

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
1

MIN. ORDER
100
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PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

STIHL STICKERS

TIMBERSPORTS® STICKER

»KISS MY AXE« sticker

Our STIHL logo stickers are available in various
sizes and formats.

Our TIMBERSPORTS® stickers are available in
two sizes.

This statement sticker is available in two sizes.

ORDER NUMBER
0463 028 0060
0463 028 0065
0463 028 0070
0463 028 0075
0463 028 0080
0463 028 0085

ORDER NUMBER
0463 757 0065
0463 757 0075

SIZE
6 X 2.6 CM		
10 X 4.4 CM
20 X 8.8 CM
30 X 13.2 CM
40 X 17.6 CM
50 X 22 CM		

ORDER NUMBER
0464 757 0001
0464 757 0002

SIZE		
20 X 10 CM		
50 X 25 CM

SIZE		
7.8 X 8.5 CM
21 X 24 CM

MIN. ORDER: 10

MIN. ORDER: 10

MIN. ORDER: 10

SOFTBALL
The STIHL softball means you can even play
near windows and balcony doors without fear of
breaking glass.
Material: outside PVC-coated, inside polypropylene
and cotton
ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0005

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
1

Timbersports®
balloons

STIHL
balloons

STIHL
wooden flag

TIMBERSPORTS®
WOODEN FLAG

Pack of 100 eye-catching black
balloons with statement STIHL
TIMBERSPORTS® patch.

Pack of 250 STIHL logo balloons.

60x40cm polyester flag in typical
STIHL design, on a wooden pole
made from birch.

60x40cm polyester flag in black and
orange STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® design,
on a wooden pole made from birch.

ORDER NUMBER
0464 606 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0464 606 0010

ORDER NUMBER
0464 901 0020

MIN. ORDER
1

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

ORDER NUMBER
0464 901 0010

MIN. ORDER
1

MIN. ORDER
25

MIN. ORDER
25
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PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

Peppermint sweets

Gummy sweets

STIHL paperwrapped sweets

Mixed fruit sweets

cotton bag

Paper carry bag

COTTON CARRY BAG

Jute carry bag

Silver tin with hinged lid, filled with
approx. 23 g of peppermint sweets
in the shape of a chainsaw.

Small bag containing approx. 20 g of
gummy sweets in the STIHL colours
of orange, white and green.

Pack containing 3 kg of hard sweets,
in distinctive STIHL paper wrappers.

1 kg of plastic-wrapped sweets in
lemon, orange, apple, cherry and
blackcurrant flavours.

Casually printed shopping bag made
from pure cotton, in a roomy 38 x 42 cm
size, with long handles.

Printed paper carry bag made from
FSC-certified kraft paper.
Size: 32 x 12 x 41 cm, max. load 10 kg

Stylish bag with forest print and
STIHL logo on pure cotton.
Size: 37 x 2 x 42 cm

Extra-roomy bag with thick and
sturdy jute handles and extra internal lamination for optimum stability.
Size: 43 x 20 x 34 cm

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0004

ORDER NUMBER
0464 202 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0006

ORDER NUMBER
0463 083 0004

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0007

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0009

MIN. ORDER
50

MIN. ORDER
100

ORDER NUMBER
0464 201 0003

MIN. ORDER
1

MIN. ORDER
5

MIN. ORDER
25

MIN. ORDER
250

MIN. ORDER
100

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0008

MIN. ORDER
50

CHILDREN’S COLOURING
BOOK WITH WOODEN PENCILS

LANYARD

Windproof lighter

»MS 500I«
CARRY BAG

STIHL cap

Golf cap

STIHL pin

12-page STIHL colouring book; set includes coloured pencils in various colours.

Practical lanyard in STIHL orange, including metal
carabiner with safety clasp. 90 cm long,
approx. 11 mm wide

Works even in the worst weather: handy-sized
3.5 x 5.5cm windproof lighter.

Capacious plastic carry bag with extra-long handles in distinctive STIHL
design. Size: 45 x 15 x 37 cm

Simple cap made from pure cotton
in STIHL orange with logo on the
front.

Classic cap made from pure cotton
in black, with an orange underside
and striking logo on the front.

Metal pin with practical magnetic
closure in a new design.
Size: 20 x 10 x 1.2 mm

ORDER NUMBER
0420 760 0002

ORDER NUMBER
0464 001 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 740 0000

ORDER NUMBER
0420 960 0004

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 924 0010		

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
10

ORDER NUMBER		
0420 760 0010		

MIN. ORDER
50

ORDER NUMBER		
0464 303 0000		

MIN. ORDER
10

MIN. ORDER
50

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

MIN. ORDER
40

MIN. ORDER
10

MIN. ORDER
50
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Time to relax! All the looks in our
TIMBERSPORTS® Athletic Collection
can be found from page 74 onwards.
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